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Abstract

The goal of this thesis is to provide an overview of the Java serialization API
and how an attacker can exploit its vulnerabilities using different techniques,
as well as which mitigation strategies can be employed to minimize the attack
surface. An overview of the Serialization API, the requirements for serializing
objects, release compatibility and methods for customizing serialization and
deserialization is provided to give the necessary background information to
understand its vulnerabilities. A short explanation of gadgets and gadget chains
is provided, along with the approach for locating them within an application.
Different exploitation techniques are presented and examples are provided to
illustrate how they work. Mitigations that can be applied to reduce the attack
surface of the application and the consequence of exploits are discussed. In
the conclusion a mitigation strategy is suggested that can help mitigate Java
deserialization vulnerabilities.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Research Goal

The goal of this thesis is to provide an overview of the Java serialization API
and how an attacker can exploit its vulnerabilities using different techniques,
as well as which mitigation strategies can be employed to minimize the attack
surface.

1.2 Introduction

Oracle’s chief architect, Mark Reinhold, held a live-streamed session called "Ask
the Java Architects" at the Devoxx UK 2018 conference. Reinhold stated to
a magazine called ADTmag, "[Serialization] was a horrible mistake in 1997,
some of us tried to fight it, but it went in, and there it is. ...We like to call
serialization ’the gift that keeps on giving,’ and the type of gift it keeps on
giving is security vulnerabilities.... Probably a third of all Java vulnerabilities
have involved serialization; it could be over half. It is an astonishingly fecund
source of vulnerabilities, not to mention instabilities." [Mt18].

This thesis will give an overview of deserialization vulnerabilities in the Java
serialization API and show how an attacker is able to exploit these vulnerabilities
by using serialized objects. In order to understand how Java deserialization
vulnerabilities work, a basic understanding of the Java serialization API is
required. Java serializes objects by writing values and metadata of a class,
along with all its referenced classes, into a byte stream. The serialized byte
stream is reconstructed by instantiating the class described in the metadata
and populating its fields with the values provided in the byte stream. The
vulnerability in this process is that an attacker is able to provide any object
implementing the Serializable interface, present within the application, for
deserialization. To allow customization of the serialization and deserialization
process for an object, a set of methods referred to as "Magic methods" is used.
These methods are automatically called upon when objects are being processed
for serialization or deserialization. These methods may invoke methods on
deserialized objects, these methods may be abused by attackers to execute
code within the class that is provided. To be able to exploit vulnerabilities, an
attacker must have knowledge of the classes that exists within the application.
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1. Introduction

This limitation is a challenge for close sourced applications, but the attacker can
make assumptions. If an attacker is able to find an class that is able to perform
malicious actions with in the Java Development Kit (JDK), then the class will
be present in any application. Applications import libraries adding wanted
functionality to their application. The attacker can find malicious classes within
commonly used popular libraries which he can send to the application in hopes
of it implementing the library.

Deserialization vulnerabilities are very dangerous as they may lead
to arbitrary code execution on the targeted system, therefore reported
vulnerabilities are often receiving a CVSS score from 7,5 up to 10 depending on
the environment [Gia18a]. Deserialization vulnerabilities are not only limited
to remote execution exploits, denial of service attacks are also a common
consequence [Ora20]. The consequences of the exploit are determined by the
code within the class provided by the attacker, making the possibilities endless
depending on malicious class found. Examples of different vulnerabilities will
be provided in this thesis in order to gain insight into how attackers are able to
to exploit an application using different techniques. The different techniques
shown are all exploiting the application by modifying or creating serialized
objects in different ways.

The clear focus of this thesis will be the deserialization process of the Java
serialization API. This is because it is much more likely for an attacker to be
able to provide input to this process. Possible mitigaions to the vulnerability
will also be explored.

1.3 Motivation

According to the website CVEDetails, 257 deserialization vulnerabilities have
been reported for the CWE 502, Deserialization of Untrusted Data. A lot
more can be found categorized under other CWEs because deserialization
vulnerabilities where used to archive a specific goal like SQL injection (CVE-2020-
9006). The popularity of deserialization vulnerabilities has been increasing since
its discovery in 2006, and researchers are finding more and more vulnerabilities
[Cve20b]. Researchers have thoroughly examined, and described, larger
vulnerabilities found, like the gadget chain in Apache Commons Collections
that rendered a lot of enterprise applications vulnerable to arbitrary remote
code execution [GC20] [Bre15]. Information about exploits performed by
exploiting insecure deserialization vulnerabilities can be found, but no research
on the topic as a whole was found. The existing research mostly consist of
a short introduction of the Java serialization API, along with the dangers of
deserialization followed by a particular exploit and a short explanation on
possible solutions for mitegating the exploit. In this thesis an overview will be
provided of Java deserialization vulnerabilities, by first giving an overview of the
Java serialization API and the methods that makes it vulnerable. Then showing
examples of different techniques that can be used to exploit the applications
allowing untrusted data to be deserialized. A list of mitigation that can help
secure applications against deserialization attacks will be provided and the
downside of the mitigation will be discussed. This thesis is targeted towards
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researchers wanting to learn how Java deserialization vulnerabilities work and
what mitigation might be employed to reduce the risk of exploitation.

1.4 History of Java Serialization Attacks

When transferring bits over a network the receiving computer needs a way of
interpreting the kind of data structure it is receiving. To be able to interpret
what kind of information a computer is receiving both computers agree upon a
data format, describing how data structures are represented within the format.
A data format is the arrangement of data fields in accordance to a specification
in order to organize the data. There exists a lot of different formats that can be
used to transfer data. Some formats are made to be human readable like JSON,
YAML or XML, and some are made to be quick like google’s protocol buffers.
The format this thesis is going to take a closer look at is the Java serialization
format.

The Java serialization mechanics can be abused by attackers to exploit
services and applications. Attackers are able to control the data flow of the
application by instantiating classes and invoking methods. Depending on the
data type used in the attack different functionality can be achieved, networking,
IO operations, system calls etc.

In 2006 researchers discovered the possibility to perform different denial
of service attacks using Java deserialization. This research laid the general
ground for further research into more general attacks that could exploit the
Java deserialization mechanism [Sch20a]. In 2010 researchers discovered exploits
that could lead to remote code execution (RCE). Remote code execution is
a vulnerability that allows an attacker to execute commands on the target
environment [ZZ13]. Between 2011 and 2015 more remote code execution
exploits were discovered and and some where published. In 2015 research on
Java deserialization vulnerabilities gained a lot of attention when a remote
code execution exploit was found in the popular Apache Commons Collections
library. This exploit affected a lot of enterprise applications and services,
patching the exploit would result in breaking backwards compatibility which
could mean breaking applications [Sch20a]. During 2015 exploitation tools like
ysoserial where introduced, able to generate different deserialization payloads
by wrapping user-specified commands [Sch20a]. Ysoserial is described in more
detail in Chapter 6, Section 6.1. In 2017 security enthusiasts had reported
around 60 remote code execution deserialization vulnerabilities. This number
does not include vulnerability reports concerning the availability of the system
like denial of service exploits [Cve20b]. Enterprise applications like WebLogic
which is oracles Enterprise Java application server has been patched extensively
against deserialization issues [Gia18c].

New exploits using Java deserialization are still being found, in may 2020
IBM issued a security bulletin, CVE-2019-4279. The security bulletin states,
"IBM WebSphere Application Server ND could allow a remote attacker to
execute arbitrary code on the system with a specially-crafted sequence of
serialized objects from untrusted sources." [IBM20].
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1. Introduction

In June 2019 Brian Goetz wrote a document called "Towards Better
Serialization". In the document Goetz talks about the current state of Java
serialization and explores different directions it might take in the future. In the
motivation section he writes "Java’s serialization facility is a bit of a paradox.
On the one hand, it was probably critical to Java’s success — Java would
probably not have risen to dominance without it, as serialization enabled the
transparent remoting that in turn enabled the success of Java EE. On the other
hand, Java’s serialization makes nearly every mistake imaginable, and poses
an ongoing tax (in the form of maintenance costs, security risks, and slower
evolution) for library maintainers, language developers, and users." [Goe19].
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1.5 Outline

The rest of this paper is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 gives an overview of previous research about Java vulnerabilities. A
timeline showing important vulnerabilities found in applications accepting
user input from untrusted sources. A list of CVE’s discovered in well
known applications and frameworks will also be provided.

Chapter 3 will show how the Java Serialization API works. This chapter details
how data structures are serialized using ObjectOutputStream, and the
requirements for a class to be Serializable. The chapter also elaborates
how serialized byte streams are converted back into Java object’s using the
ObjectInputStream for reading and instantiating the object. The magic
methods, writeObject and readObject, readObjectNoData, writeReplace
and readResolve are explained. If the reader feels that they are familiar
with the subject matter, they may skip reading this chapter.

Chapter 4 will discuss what gadgets and gadget chains are and how they can
be found and created from classes within the classpath of the application.
Examples showing different techniques for exploiting an application will
be shown.

Chapter 5 will discuss possible mitigation that can be deployed to help secure
applications against deserialization vulnerabilities.

Chapter 6 will outline some tools which can be used to help researchers find
and test Java deserialization vulnerabilities.

Chapter 7 will contain the conclusion and the findings made by the author of
this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

Literature

2.1 Introduction

Deserialization attacks became known in 2006, but went mostly unnoticed
because of the lack of known gadgets (classes) that could lead to an attacker
being able to benefit from the attack vector [Sch20a]. Research on the topic
gained popularity after 2015 with the discovery of a vulnerability in the popular
Apache Commons Collections library, rendering many many enterprise systems
exploitable to arbitrary remote code execution. In 2016 it climbed to eight
place on OWASP Top 10 [Fou20]

2.2 Timeline

The following section will try to provide a timeline for deserialization
vulnerabilities. Finding detailed explanations of vulnerabilities between 2006 and
2015 have been proven difficult. Several CVE’s for deserialization vulnerabilities
have been submitted during this period but detailed information on how the
exploit vulnerability was found or exploited where left out.

2006 - Pentesting J2EE

Marc Schönrnfeld from the University of Bamberg held a presentation called
«Pentesting J2EE» at Blackhat in 2006. Schönrnfeld’s day job is creating
software solutions for large banks, as well as working for the University Bamberg
where he previously wrote the PhD thesis “Security Antipatterns in distributed
Java Applications”. In the presentation Schönrnfeld first gave an overview of
J2EE (Java 2 Platform Enterprise), before explaining his way of penetration
testing J2EE applications [Sch20b]. J2EE is a solution for creating, building and
deploying web-based enterprise applications online. It provides an operating
system independent platform with a Java-centric environment to develop on.
This enables developers to create distributed software components and services
that are scalable and has high availability [Ora20].

Schönrnfeld’s goal was finding vulnerabilities violating one or more of the
three security principals; integrity, confidentiality and availability. These
vulnerabilities are usually a result of coding flaws or misconfigurations in
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the software stack. Schönrnfeld’s approach for achieving these vulnerabilities
wasto go from user input to vulnerable code. J2EE uses a set of communication
protocols, ObjectStreams, HTTP and JDBC (Java Database Connectivity)
[Sch20b]. The first security concern in the OWASP top 10 list is Injection;
injection attacks occur when untrusted data is sent to a code interpreter. The
attacker’s hostile data can trick the interpreter into executing unintended
commands or accessing data without proper authorization [Owa20b]. Allowing
objects to be sent via serialization enables attack opportunities to harm the
availability, integrity and confidentiality of the application. The confidentiality
principal is broken as the Java visibility rules can be subverted via serialization,
private members can be altered and manipulated in the serialized form and
will stay altered when the data stream is transferred back into an object. The
principals of integrity and availability are compromised by an attacker being
able to control the flow of the application, by forcing the application to branch
into dangerous or vulnerable code blocks. This may impact the stability of the
receiving process [Sch20b].

Schönrnfeld claims that a J2EE server is only as secure as the underlying
JDK (Java Development Kit). The following attacks should therefore also
be present on a J2EE server, remote denial of service, command execution,
information disclosure as well as classical HTTP problems like cross site scripting
should exist. Schönrnfeld goes on explaining how to perform attacks on RMI
(Remote method invocation) using maliciously crafted serialized objects. As the
server and client exchanges Java objects and especially RMI via ObjectStreams
instead of packets, one could forge maliciously crafted serialized objects to send
instead of the intended objects [Sch20b]. The problem with Java object streams
is that there is no type safety from when the client sends the byte stream until
the server casts the object to the required type. Schönrnfeld proposes an attack
plan for attacking the service. If an attacker knows about vulnerable class
definitions that extends the serializable interface on the server, an object can
be constructed with accordance to this class definition. A malicious object
can then be embedded into the ObjectStream payload and fed to the server
[Sch20b].

The java.util.regex.Pattern class was suggested by Schönrnfeld as a
malicious class that can be used to perform a DOS (denial of service) attack. The
Pattern class contains a compiler timing weakness in version 1.4.2_06. When
a pattern is compiled, every group in a regex pattern doubles the compilation
time; 58 groups will need approximately 800 years to compile. The problem is
that the class is not directly serializable so it would have to patch a harmless
object with the dangerous pattern [Sch20b].

2010 - Beware of Serialized GUI Objects Bearing Data

David Byrne and Rohini Sulatycki held a presentation at the Black Hat
conference in 2010 called "Beware of Serialized GUI Objects Bearing Data". The
presentation showed how the view state data of serialized GUI Objects could
be tampered with by an malicious attacker. The attacker injects arbitrary data
into the view state, the data is then used by the controllers when rendering a
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posted page. An approach for an attack could be to inject a script into a Label
control and then create a link to it from a website. Once a victim clicks the
link, the script could potentially steal authentication information like cookies
or the session id.

The attack exploits the fact that the serialized GUI object is not encrypted.
An attacker is able to decode the stream and reconstruct the UI object model on
the client side. The attacker is able to alter the data within view state and inject
malicious data. As a response to this vulnerability Sun recommended applying
encryption using a third party library called Mojarra. Apache, Microsoft
recommended creating a hash value from the view state data and comparing it
upon arrival to test whether the data has been corrupted or tampered with.

2011 - Deserialization Spring RCE

In 2011 Wouter Coekaerts found a vulnerability in the popular Spring
framework. Coekaerts found that using the classes JdkDynamicAopProxy and
DefaultListableBeanFactory, which implements the Serializable interface,
he could create a gadget chain. The gadget chain could be used to achieve
arbitrary code execution on the target system. The application does not have
to reference the full Spring framework, only Spring APO needs to be present in
the classpath of the application. The exploit also requires the application to
accept serialized objects from an untrusted source to work [Coe11]. An example
of the attack used can be seen in Chapter 4, Section 4.11

2015 - Marshaling Pickles

At the 2015 AppSec California conference, Chris Frohoff and Gabriel Lawrence
presented a presentation titled "Marshaling Pickles" [GC20]. The talk focused
on application security and specially deserialization, and how it could be
exploited to gain remote code execution. They presented a gadget chain in the
apache.common-collection package that could lead to remote code execution.
The dangerous class they found is named InvokerTransformer which has a
method able to invoke any method in any class. The method is invoked with
the parameters; the method name, along with the argument types and the
arguments for the method. The problem is being able to the methods in the
InvokerTransformer the class during the deserialization proces. To achieve
this the class LazyMap is used [Gaz16]. The LazyMap supports a design pattern
called "decorate", this design pattern allows additional responsibilities to be
attached to an object dynamically [Gam95]. This design pattern allows the
transformer to be automatically triggered when a Map Entry is accessed. The
gadget chain also includes a Java annotation that will force triggering of the
entry access, triggering the exploit [Gaz16].

This got a lot of attention because of the high impact and wide-spread
use of the library resulting in a lot of vulnerable applications [Hak20]. Any
application or framework that implements the apache.common-collection and
exposes a location for deserialization was vulnerable to this exploit. During the
presentation a demonstration of the attack was performed. They also presented
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the tool ysoserial which is described in Section 6.1. After the vulnerability
in the apache.common-collection package was found Apache’s response was
that the InvokerTransfomer could not be blamed for the vulnerability [Gia18b].
The vulnerability is caused by deserializing untrusted data and not by the class
itself, the class only enables the attacker to exploit the vulnerability. Apache
hardened the class by removing the Serializable interface, thus removing its
capability of being serialized. This change was a breaking change in the library,
breaking the backwards serialization compatibility of the class. [Gia18b].

This thesis will not go into detail on this exploit as it is thoroughly explained
by other sources [GC20].

2.3 Known Vulnerabilities

All vulnerabilities are gathered from the CVE mitre database [Cve20a], which
is a database consisting of reported vulnerabilities. The vulnerabilities shown
here are only a small selection of the reported vulnerabilities for deserialization.
The deserialization vulnerabilities displayed in this list are chosen to show a
variety of exploits that can be achieved by exploiting the deserialization process.
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CVE-2020-9006 WordPress vulnerable to SQL injection
through deserialization attack. Allows arbi-
trary creation of administrator accounts.

CVE-2019-6503 Affects Chatopera, a Java app. Deserialization
issue leads to remote code execution.

CVE-2019-12630 Vulnerable deserialization function Cisco Secu-
rity Manager leading to unauthenticated arbi-
trary code execution.

CVE-2018-6496,
CVE-2018-6497

Unsafe deserialization leading to cross-site
request forgery in UCMDB Browser.

CVE-2018-19362 Can prevent normal operation of JBoss due to
a XML Jackson vulnerability.

CVE-2018-1851 Improper deserialization in IBM WebShare
attacker to execute arbitrary code on the
system.

CVE-2017-9805 Related to Struts handling of XML deserializa-
tion, leads to remote execution.

CVE-2013-2186 The DiskFileItem class in Apache Commons
FileUpload can be used by attackers to write
to arbitrary files.

CVE-2013-4271 Restlet applications useing ObjectRepresenta-
tion to map HTTP request data directly to an
object will deserialize arbitrary user-provided
serialized data.

Table 2.1: Known CVE’s Relating to by Deserialization
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CHAPTER 3

What is Java Serialization?

3.1 Introduction to Serialization

In computer science, serialization is the process of packaging program-internal
object-related data in a way that allows it to be externally stored or transferred.
Serialization is often performed by converting an object’s state into a stream
of bytes that can be rebuilt into live objects at a later time [Gre20]. The
format does not necessarily need to be a steam of bytes, other human readable
formats can be used, like JSON, XML or YAML. The advantage of serializing
objects is its ability to flatten object graphs while preserving the object’s
state. The flattened object graph can then be easily stored in a database,
on a hard drive or transferred over a network. Serialized objects can be
converted back into runtime objects by performing the reverse process of
serialization. The process of reconstructing an object from a byte sequence is
called deserialization often referred to as unmarshalling [Cwe20]. Deserialization
extracts the serialized data from the sequence with the goal of reconstructing
the original object with its state intact [Cwe20]. The data object within the
stream is reconstructed in accordance to the data serialization format it was
serialized with. Deserialized objects are semantically identical clones to the
original object that was serialized. The deserialization process reconstruct data
structures based on the information present in the provided byte sequence. How
an unmarshaller reconstructs data is dependent on the implementation of the
deserializer, which varies from programming language to programming language.
In programming languages such as Java and .NET there are several approaches
for creating new objects or data structures. One approach to reconstruct an
object is using deserialization. The object is restored by allocating memory space
by invoking the default no-argument constructor of the class being deserialized.
The fields and properties are populated by utilizing the reflection API that
allows examination, modification or execution of methods within classes at
runtime [AO20].

The typical life cycle of a serialized object starts with an object state being
converted into a byte stream. The byte stream is put into a medium for
perseverance. The medium depends on the developer’s choice; common used
mediums are databases, in memory or a file. Data transfer over a network is
not shown in the picture as this is a separate action that can be performed
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Figure 3.1: Life Cycle of Serialized Objects.

with the stored serialized data, and is not necessarily part of the life cycle of
a serialized object. The serialized data is dormant until consumed from the
medium. Then the byte stream is converted back into the original object with
its state intact. The life cycle of a serialized object is displayed in Figure 3.1.

3.2 What is Serialized Data used for?

Serialization can be utilized to achieve different functionality within applications.
Java serialization can be used to perform the following tasks:

Figure 3.2: Displays five different functionalities for which Java Serialization
can be used.

Communication allows services and applications to communicate with each
other by sending data that can be processed. Java serialization converts
object graphs into a flattened byte stream that can be transferred
over a network and be rebuilt on the receiving end [Gre20]. Java
RMI (Remote Method Invocation) allows objects running on a Java
virtual machine to invoke methods running within another instance of
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a Java virtual machine, enabling remote communication between the
instances. To achieve this the Java RMI uses serialization to flatten
object graphs before sending them [Doc20g].

Persistence is important in object-oriented programming languages as objects
might need to be processed at a certain point after its creation. During
a Java application’s lifespan a lot of objects are created and destroyed
to achieve its functionality, some objects have longer life cycles then
others and might need to be preserved. Java serialization allows
preservation of objects and their states by serializing the object. The
serialized object can be stored or restored from a medium, allowing
applications to process objects created by a previous instance of itself.

Cross JVM Synchronization allows serialization to work across different
JVMs (Java Virtual Machine). The JVMs could be running on
different architecture or operating system. This is particularly useful
for distributed systems where several JVMs are working together to
create a solution for a business problem.

Caching allows an application to temporarily store frequently accessed data.
Caching can improve performance as it allows the application to reuse
objects without having to recreate or retrieve the data from its original
source. The Java Object Cache service enables caching objects using
Java serialization [Doc20h].

Deep Copy is the ability to copy an object, along with all objects referenced
to within that object. To create a deep clone of a Java object each
mutable field within the class must be copied to a new instance of the
class. Often a custom method or a clone class must be implemented
to a facilitate the cloning process [Doc96]. Java serialization is able
to deep clone objects without the needing to add any additional
methods or classes. The class being cloned must only implement the
Serializable interface. Serializing an object into a byte stream and
then deserializing it is a way of creating a deep clone of the object.
When deserializing the class an exact replica of the object is created.

Applications often have the need to interchange data with each other in order
to solve problems. There are mainly two scenarios with regards to interchanging
data using serialization.

The first scenario is storing and retrieving object states. This is useful when
an application needs to store the runtime state of an object, later processing or
to be used in another session. The object state will typically be saved by saving
its serialized state to a file system or within a database, the object can then be
restored by any JVM when needed. Many objects can be created within the
JVM, but every object will also get destroyed once the JVM dies. When storing
serialized objects they persist even after the JVM is terminated. Serialization
allows the JVM to reuse objects that where created and processed by another
JVM.[Hui20]
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The second scenario is interchanging data objects between two Java runtime
environments by utilizing shared objects. In a producer consumer-relationship,
where producer creates a business object which is intended to be processed by
the consumer. Java serialization can be used to convert the business object into
a byte stream by serializing the object’s content. The byte stream can then be
transferred to the consumer where the business object can be reconstructed
and processed [Hui20]. The producer may also receive confirmation of the
operation by the consumer. Then serialized result is transmitted it to the
producer through the same channel making the relationship bidirectional.

Figure 3.3: Shows the two scenarios in which serialization can be used. Either
in a store and retrieve scenario, or in bidirectional relationship where serialized
objects are shared between two services using a protocol.

3.3 Release compatibility

Release compatibility is important with regards to classes that are used for
Java serialization. When being developed or maintained, computer software is
constantly changing and evolving. To ensure stability in an application, new
versions of the application should run interchangeably with the same expected
behaviour as the prior version. If the client application is not able to run
without having to be recompiled or re-implemented the release compatibility
breaks. Java serialization release compatibility is as follows:

1. A change that does not affect the contract between the class and its callers
are considered a compatible change [Doc05].

2. The evolved class should be able to deserialize objects that where serialized
by a prior version of the class. Conversely, the prior class should be able
to deserialize objects serialized by the newer version [Hui20].

It is critical to have a strong level of compatibility in supporting interoperability
between different classes and releases. Consider the store and retrieve example
displayed in Figure 3.3, an application serializes an object and stores it for
later processing. If a new release of the application features an evolvement
of the serialized class, the application should still be able to retrieve and
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deserialize objects stored by the previous version. The prior version should also
be able to work with serialized objects created by the evolved class [Hui20].
In the producer-consumer scenario the relationship is bidirectional. If either
the producer or consumer service is updated to use an evolved version of the
serializable class, compatibility issues might occur. The service with the evolved
serializable class must be able to deserialize objects originating from the other
service. Conversely, the service who has not evolved its serializable class must
be able to process objects from the service who has evolved its serializable class.
If not the communication between the services are broken.

Breaking serialization compatibility can have severe consequences for
applications. The following listing outlines some of the dangers of breaking
compatibility of serializable classes.

• Product migration: One way to save the state of a application is
to serialize the runtime state of the application upon termination, new
instances may continue operating on the same state by retrieving it on
startup. The system configuration for a system may also be stored and
retrieved upon startup of the application. Both of these scenarios are
vulnerable to broken compatibility, newer versions of applications may not
be able to read the information that was stored by the previous version,
resulting in unwanted behaviour. This can complicate new releases of
software with regards to continuation and expected behaviour.

• Mixed version interoperability: When two or more applications
share a set of serializable classes they are able to interchange runtime
objects between their Java runtime instances. Breaking the serialization
compatibility in one of the classes can result in failure to exchange objects
and break the applications ability to communicate properly. Incompatible
changes made to serialized classes might be hard to fix [Hui20].

• Stored data: Applications often have the need to store data of various
kinds, such as business transactions or customer information either in
databases or file-systems. The application may need to access the data
stored at various times after its creation, a day, a week or even a year.
When a serialized class is used to store the data of an object, compatibility
issues might arise if the class is upgraded or changed, as it may no longer
be compatible with the serialized data stored. The application will no
longer be able to properly retrieve the data from storage and will instead
throw an error during the deserialization. In a worst case scenario the
stored data might be lost, changes to the class or manual workarounds
might be necessary to retrieve and restore the data [Hui20]. This might
be costly for a company if an easy solution is not possible [Sha+12].

Java Release compatibility

In order to make sure that two classes are indeed compatible and allow a
serializable class to evolve, the ObjectStreamClass checks serializable classes
for a variable called serialVersionUID. This variable is often referred to as suid
(Stream Unique Identifier) and is used for version control for serializable classes.
The suid is used by the ObjectStreamClass to determine if the version of the
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class within the JVM is compatible with the object being deserialized. The
suid for a class can be set in two ways. One way is to let the Java serialization
mechanism automatically generate a hash value at compile time, based on the
class name, interfaces, sorted members and modifiers of the class. The second
way is to explicitly set the suid value. Any integer value can be used to set
the value, but often the Java command serialver, which is included in the
Java Development Kit (JDK), is used to compute a hash value using the same
method as described above. The value is explicitly set within the class to ensure
the UID won’t change as the class evolve. If a mismatch between the suid in the
byte stream and the local class is detected a InvalidClassException is thrown
during by the Java serialization mechanism [Hui20].

Java best practices dictates that developers should explicitly set the suid to
control versioning of the serializable classes [Eck03]. Explicitly setting the suid
allows the developer to make changes to a class without having to worry about a
new suid being generated, which would result in a compatibility issue. Explicitly
setting the suid ensures that objects serialized will have the same suid as the
updated class. This allows serialized objects to be deserialized by the newly
updated class and vice versa, making it backwards and forwards compatible.
When a class is updated with new variable fields, these fields are initiated with
their Java default values if a previous version of class is deserialized. A developer
can specify default initial values for the fields or objects during deserialization
using the readObject method. If the changes done to the class is incompatible,
a developer typically does not have an easy way of fixing the issue [Hui20].

In a store and retrieve scenario, displayed in Figure 3.3, if a serialized
class were to become incompatible then all stored serialized objects would
have to be migrated to a format compatible with the new release of the class.
One mitigation strategy is to retrieve all the stored serialized objects using
the previous version to deserialize them. Then either all fields that are no
longer supported should be removed or transformed/recast into new supported
fields. When all fields are fixed the objects can be re-serialized, making them
compatible with the new format and inheriting the suid form the evolved class.
This mitigation strategy aims to correct the compatibility of the stored objects
by migrating the objects to the format of the evolved serializable class. The
weakness of this strategy is that the serialized objects are no longer backwards
compatible as the strategy actively transforms the objects into a new format.
It is no longer possible to deserialize the stored data using the old version of
the serializable class, making this mitigation unidirectional by only supporting
forward compatibility [Hui20].

If compatibility issues were to occur in the producer-consumer scenario it
would require a more complex mitigation strategy than the store and retrieve
scenario. Serialized objects are exchanged between the applications dynamically
and therefore also has to be corrected dynamically. The mitigation strategies
for this is outside of the scope of this thesis, but any successful mitigation
strategy for compatibility issues in a dynamic bidirectional relationship is going
to involve catching the InvalidClassException. Within the catch clause, objects
should be dynamically reconstructed from the byte stream received, so that
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they are compatible with the new version [Hui20].

Java serialization is easy to use as it provides an interface that when
implemented allows the class to be serialized by the Java runtime instance.
There are still some design considerations to take into account when using the
interface, as classes are prone to changes over time as requirements for the
application change. Changes in serializable classes needs to be done carefully, as
changes may result in the class becoming incompatible with regards to previous
versions of the class.

It can be difficult to mitigate incompatible changes in serializable classes
once they are introduced. Therefore it is important to consider the design and
use cases for the class, planning ahead for eventual evolvement of the class is
important. Before creating a serializable class it is important to consider the
following characteristics of the class:

• Stability: Whether or not the class is likely to be changed in future
releases of the software. If the application is in early development, it is
likely that it will undergo several iterations and serialized classes may end
up in a incompatible state as the fields are more likely to be changed.

• Usage pattern: How is the class intended to be used, storing objects for
later consumption or in a producer-consumer situation. When objects are
sent between services in a real-time usage situation, mixed class versions
between services might occur, classes needs to be backwards and forward
compatible.

• Visibility: Whether the class is intended for internal usage or for exposed
for external usage. When classes are used internally the developer has
control over the changes made to classes. When classes are exposed
externally to customers the developer does not have, to the same extent,
control over the class. Changes made to the class might break customer
implementations [Hui20].

3.4 Java Serialization

Java serialization enables objects to be transformed into a stream of bytes or
a byte array. The serialized byte array represents the class of the object, the
version of the object and the internal state of the object [S20]. For a Java class
to be serializable it has to meet one criteria. The class needs to implement
the Serializable interface (java.io.Serializable). Classes that does not
implement the Serializable interface are not compatible with the serialization
process and is not able to store their state by using serialization, nor retrieve
their state using deserialization. The Serializable interface is an easy to use
interface as it does not require the developer to implement any methods, its
only semantic is to identify the class as serializable thus allowing the conversion
of the runtime object into a byte stream [Doc20b].

Object serialization in Java accepts both the Serializable and the
Externalizable interface when serializing objects. Every object that is
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Figure 3.4: Shows a sequence diagram of the serialization process along with the
different methods and the order they are being called. The sequence diagram is
numerated with the different steps and the actor that is performing them.

attempted serialized is tested for support of the Externalizable interface.
If the object supports the interface, then if present the writeExternal method
is called to handle serializing of object. If the object does not support the
Externalizable interface but does support the Serializable interface, then if
present, the object is written to the stream.

Serialization in Java is done by mapping a data structure into the class
ObjectOutputStream which uses an OutputStream to write the stream to a
database, file-system or a network stream. When an object is serialized, the
ObjectOutputStream first writes all the metadata about the object to the stream.
Metadata includes the name of the class being serialized along with its super
classes, the types and fields of the classes. All this information is stored as a
part of the serialized object. This metadata is needed during the deserialization
process to reconstruct the object and map the data stream into the correct class
instance with the appropriate class attributes [Hui20].

There are three options besides implementing the Serializable interface
to enable a object to be serializable [Hui20].

1. Instead of implementing the Serializable interface the developer
can choose to instead implement the Externalizable interface. The
Externalizable interface extends the Serializable interface but hands
over the responsibility of reading and writing serialized objects to the
class [WR20]. Reading is done through implementing the method
readExternal, and writing by implementing the writeExternal method.
By implementing these methods, the developer has full control over how
the fields of the class are written to, and read from, the data stream.
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2. Applications may use XML serialization for storing, retrieving and
interchanging data objects between services. The process of serializing
data into the XML format is slower in terms of processing time. This can
be mitigated to an extent by using a speedier XML parser than Java’s
native XML parser, which may bridge some of the performance gap. The
main benefit of using XML instead of Java serialization is that it is easier
to work with changes of the serializable class [Hui20].

3. The third solution is to implement a custom serialization approach. This
can be achieved by writing object content to a stream using a custom
implementation of the ObjectOutputStream or a DataOutputStream. This
solution offers better performance then Java serialization as well as greater
flexibility and extensibility. The downside to writing your own serialization
routine is that it requires a lot of code, if errors occur in the serialization
routine they might be hard fix depending on the implementation. The
new routine may be vulnerable to other or the same exploits as the default
deserialization routine.

Handling Inheritance during Serialization

Java is an object oriented programming language which supports inheritance,
Java serialization must therefore also supports inheritance. When using Java
serialization to serialize objects with inheritance there some cases to be aware
of:

• If a Superclass implements the Serializable interface, then its
Subclasses are also serializable. Subclasses of serializable classes will
automatically become serializable if a superclass is serializable. The state
and variable fields of the subclass are serialized along with the superclasses’
fields during serialization [S20].

• A subclass is able to be serialized by implementing the
Serializable interface even if the superclasses does not. It is
possible to serialise a class object even though the superclass does not
implement the Serializable interface, but there are some catches to
this. During serialization, instance variables inherited from the non se-
rializable parent are ignored. The super class must implement a default
non-argument constructor which will be invoked during deserialization, or
a runtime exception will be thrown [S20].

• If the superclass is serializable, but the subclass should not be
serializable. Serialization of subclasses of serializable classes can be
prevent by implementing the WriteObject method for serialization and
the readObject method for deserialization. The methods should throw a
NotSerializableException.

3.5 Java Deserialization

Deserialization is the process of converting an object from its serialized
state into a runtime object. The deserialization process is the reverse
operation of serialization. In Java the ObjectInputStream class located in
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java.io.ObjectInputStream is used to deserialize a byte stream containing
serialized Java objects [Doc].

The single argument constructor for ObjectInputStream requires an
InputStream containing the serialized byte stream. The InputStream class is
responsible for reading the bytes from a source. When the ObjectInputStream
constructor is called it invokes readStreamHeader to verify the input stream
header, consisting of STREAM_MAGIC and STREAM_VERSION . If either the magic
number or the version is corrupt then a StreamCorruptedException will
be thrown [Doc17]. Before a class is deserialized, the ObjectInputStream
ensures that object types within the stream have matching classes present
in the JVM [Doc]. The class documentation for ObjectInputStream class
states that the readObject method is responsible for reading objects from
the provided InputStream. The ObjectInputStream class implements the
DataOutput interface and uses the methods defined by the interface to read
primitive types from the stream. The readObject method reads all objects and
fields from the data stream and reconstructs the objects with the same values
as the original object, only transient and static fields are ignored. When objects
are being recreated, memory is allocated for the object. Memory is allocated
to prevent overwriting existing objects within the JVM, once allocated the
object is instantiated by invoking the class’s basic non-argument constructor.
This constructor is a hidden constructor that is generated by the compiler for
classes implementing the Serializable interface [Gia5]. The class fields are
restored by using reflection, starting with fields closest to java.lang.object
[Doc]. When an Externalizable object is reconstructed from a byte stream
an instance of the object is created by invoking the non-argument public
constructor. After the object is initialized the readExternal method will be
invoked to restore the object information by reading it from the byte stream
using the ObjectInputStream [Doc20a]. The deserialization process is displayed
in Figure 3.5.

ObjectInputStream Methods

The defaultReadObject method is responsible for restoring the objects non-
transient and non-static fields. This method restores fields in the current object
by reading information from the saved object stream. The information in the
stream is mapped using the correspondingly named fields in the current saved
object. When a class is evolved and a new field is added this is handled by
mapping the fields that are present. New fields are then instantiated with a
default object or null if a default is not defined [Doc20b].

The registerValidation method can be invoked to register a callback once
the object has been completely deserialized, but before the object is returned to
the original caller of readObject [Doc17]. Objects registered for validation must
implement the ObjectInputValidation interface. The validateObject method
declared by the interface is responsible for validating the deserialized values. If
invalid values are detected the method should throw a ObjectInvalidException
[Jos17].
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Figure 3.5: Shows a sequence diagram of the deserialization process along with
the different methods and the order they are called in. The sequence diagram
is numerated with the different steps and the actor who is performing them.

3.6 Serializable Interface

If a serializable object requires any special handling of fields during the seri-
alization or deserialization process. Then the serializable class can implement
methods that give the developer more control of the serialization and deseri-
alization process. These methods are the writeObject method, readObject,
readObjectNoData method, readResolve method and writeReplace.

To customise how values are written to the byte stream the writeObject
method can be used. The readObject is the corresponding method used when
restoring the values written by the writeObject method. By default, the
mechanism for saving an object’s fields is invoking the defaultWriteObject
method in the ObjectOutputStream. The writeObject method is not affected
by the state belonging to the superclass or subclasses of the object, as individual
fields are saved by writing them to the ObjectOutputStream [Doc20b].

The readObject method has the responsibility of restoring class fields
from a stream by reading the values from the byte stream. The method
throws an InvalidClassException if there is a problem with the class that
is being deserialized, such as the serialVersionUID not matching the one in
the class being instantiated. The ClassNotFoundException is thrown if any
of the classes in the byte stream is not found with the classpath of the Java
runtime environment [Doc]. The ObjectInputStream saves an object’s state by
writing the individual fields to the stream using the writeObject method in
the serialized class [Doc20b].
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The writeObject method is responsible for writing objects to the stream;
primitive values are written by using the appropriate methods from the
DataOutput interface implemented in the ObjectOutputStream class. If multiple
references to the same object is encountered when encoding the object, a
reference sharing mechanism is used to save space in the byte stream. Exceptions
are thrown if any problem occurs during serialization of the object. An
InvalidClassException is thrown if something is wrong with the class in
terms of serialization. NotSerializableException is thrown if the class being
serialized does not implement the Serializable interface [WR20].

The readObjectNoData method allows a class to control initialization of its
own fields. This method is often used when two different class versions are used
for the serialization process and the deserialization process. If the receiver’s
version of the serialized class is extending a class that was not present when
the object was serialized by the sender. The readObjectNoData method can be
used to instantiate the parent class with the correct values [Jos19].

The readResolve method is used to replace the the object that has been
read from a serialized byte stream before it is returned to the caller. The
method is called after the object has been read and instantiated by the
ObjectInputStream [Doc20e]. The corresponding method when serializing
an object is called readResolve. This method allows the serializable class to
designate an alternative object to serialize instead of the current one [Doc20b].

The writeReplace method is the first method called during the serialization
process. The method gives the developer the opportunity to replace the object
being serialized with another object. The writeReplace and the readResolve
methods is mostly used when implementing the singleton design pattern in
serialized classes. The deserialization process creates a new object instance for
each deserialized byte stream. This method can be used to save heap space by
replacing the deserialized object with an singleton object [Jos19].

3.7 Exernalizable interface

Another way to make a class serializable in Java is to implement the
Externalizable interface. This interface implements the Serializable interface,
but moves the responsibility of serializing and deserializing to the class. Unlike
the Serializable interface the Externalizable interface requires two methods
to be implemented, readExternal and writeExternal. These methods are
responsible for saving and restoring the content of objects. Implementing the
Externalizable interface gives the class complete control over the format and
the content written to the stream by the class and its supertypes [Doc20a].

3.8 Java Serialization Format

In this example a simple barebone Java class is created to demonstrate the
structure of a byte stream, produced by the Java serialization API. The class,
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displayed in Listing 3.1, is an empty java class that implements the Serializable
interface.

Listing 3.1: Barebone Java Class implementing Serializable interface
public class JavaClassEmpty implements Serializable {}

An instance of the JavaClassEmpty class is serialized using the Java
serialization and a FileOutputStream to save the content to a file. The following
byte sequence, shown in Listing 3.2, is produced by the ObjectOutputStream.
For readability the different sections in the byte stream, shown in Listing 3.2,
are alternated by colour. The different sections in the byte stream are either
Java Stream Constants or field values [Doc20e]. Table 3.1 gives a detailed
explanation of the different sections in Listing 3.2.

Nicky Bloor created the tool SerializationDumper to dump and recre-
ate Java streams and RMI packets in a more human readable format.
SerializationDumper will analyze the stream then, to display values on a
human readable format, decode the values to ASCII or integers and append
stream constants in the output [Blo20]. If the tool is applied on a byte stream of
a serialized JavaClassEmpty class the output shown in Listing 3.3 is outputted.

SerializationDumper also supports converting a dumped serialized stream
back into a raw byte stream. This feature is helpful for modifying serialized
streams and enables researchers to work with human readable byte streams.
For more information on this tool see Chapter 6, Section 6.2.

Listing 3.2: Serialized byte stream of JavaEmptyClass
AC ED 00 05 73 72 00 31 63 6F 6D 2E 64 65 73 65 72
69 61 6C 69 7A 61 74 69 6F 6E 2E 65 78 70 6C 6F 69
74 2E 6D 6F 64 65 6C 73 2E 4A 61 76 61 43 6C 61 73
73 45 6D 70 74 79 99 84 88 80 5A F0 F4 1D 02 00 00
78 70
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0xAC ED
STREAM_VERSION The deserialization output always starts with

this value, which is often referred to as magic
number. The purpose of the magic number
is to indicate to the Java runtime that this is
indeed a serialization protocol

0x00 05 STREAM_VERSION The next 16 bits indicates which serialization
version was used to serialize the object.

0x73
TC_OBJECT The TC_OBJECT tells Java that it is a class

that has been deserialized.
0x 72 TC_CLASSDESC Indicates the start of a class description

0x00 31
classname length The length of the class name in hex, the full

class path of JavaEmptyClass is 49 characters
long. The hex value 31 equals 49 when
converted to decimal. The class name is
represented with the package path.

0x99 84 88 80
5A F0 F4 1D

serialVersionUID the serialVersionUID specifies which class
version is used. The hash is calculated using
the NIST Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1)
where the first two 32 bit quantities are used to
form a 64-bit stream identifier (Oracle, 2020).

0x02 SC_SERIALIZABLE This flag indicates that the class implements
the Serializable interface.

0x00 00
fieldCount The next 16 bites are used to represent how

many fields are in the class.
0x78 TC_ENDBLOCKDATA This indicates the end of the data block for

the object.

0x70
TC_NULL A TC_NULL after TC_ENDBLOCKDATA

indicates that the class has no super class.

Table 3.1: The Structure of Serialized Byte Streams

Listing 3.3: The Serialized byte stream of JavaEmptyClass - Serialization-
Dumper

STREAM_MAGIC - 0xac ed
STREAM_VERSION - 0x00 05
Contents

TC_OBJECT - 0x73
TC_CLASSDESC - 0x72

className
Length - 49 - 0x00 31
Value -

com.deserialization.exploit.models.JavaClassEmpty
-

0x636f6d2e646573657269616c697a6174696f6e2e6578706c6f69
742 e6d6f64656c732e4a617661436c617373456d707479

serialVersionUID - 0x99 84 88 80 5a f0 f4 1d
newHandle 0x00 7e 00 00
classDescFlags - 0x02 - SC_SERIALIZABLE
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fieldCount - 0 - 0x00 00
classAnnotations

TC_ENDBLOCKDATA - 0x78
superClassDesc

TC_NULL - 0x70
newHandle 0x00 7e 00 01
classdata

com.deserialization.exploit.models.JavaClassEmpty
values
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CHAPTER 4

Deserialization vulnerabilities

4.1 Introduction

Java deserialization vulnerabilities depend on the manner of how Java
applications handle deserialization of objects. If Java frameworks or applications
do not validate input from untrusted sources before deserializing objects,
chances are they might be exploitable [GC20]. By not validating or checking
input before performing deserialization, an attacker might be able to insert
a malicious object into the data stream. As the data stream is not checked
before attempting deserialization the data stream containing the malicious
object will be deserialized by the server. Data from untrusted sources might be
malformed and cause unexpected behaviour in an application by abusing the
application logic. When an attacker inserts malicious code into a byte stream
that gets processed and deserialized by a Java application, the application
deserializing the object is executing code provided by the attacker. This might
lead to a range of different attacks, depending on the code provided by the
attacker. Researchers have demonstrated many possible consequences of these
types of attack such as privilege escalation, information disclosure, remote code
execution [For20].

For an application to be vulnerable to deserialization attacks it needs to
meet two criteria. The fist criteria is that the application must accept serialized
data from a location accessible to an attacker. The second criteria is that the
vulnerable class must be present on the classpath of the application accepting
serialized data. These constraints means that for an application to be vulnerable;
it is not enough for a vulnerable class to be present within a application, it
must also deserialize data from an unsafe location [Gia18b].

Apostolos Giannakidis, who works for the security software solution firm
Waratek, released a paper called "The Deserialization Problem" [Gia18b]. In
this paper he categorises deserialization attacks into three types of categories.

Blind deserialization attacks aims to extract data or disrupt the target
system in an environments where the system is behind a network
firewall that blocks outgoing connections, or where strict Security
Manager policies are in place. An attacker can manipulate serialized
objects to facilitate attacks to extract information, see Example 2 to
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in Section 4.8, perform denial of service attacks or gain remote code
execution.

Asynchronous (or stored) deserialization attacks stores the gadget or
gadget chains in a database or a message queue. The payload will be
executed when the target system reads data from the database or the
message queue and deserializes the object.

Deferred-execution deserialization attacks does not execute the gadget
or gadget chain during deserialization but after deserialization has
completed. This is usually achieved via the finalize() method which is
executed by the garbage collector when objects are destroyed.

4.2 Java Deserialization Magic Methods

Magic methods are methods that are run automatically during the deserialization
process. If a magic method is calling other sub-methods, then the magic method
might be used to run code during deserialization. The ObjectInputStream
will automatically find and execute implementations of the readObject and
readResolve method on classes that implement the Serializable interface
during deserialization. For the Externalizable interface the readObject and
readExternal methods will automatically be called during deserialization
using reflection. These methods are called using the Java reflection API.
The Object.finalize() method, is also considered a magic method as it is
automatically called before an object instance is destroyed by the garbage
collector [Lon19]. A list of the different magic methods can be seen in Table 4.1.

4.3 Deserialization Gadgets

A deserialization gadget is a class residing within the application code or a
library, it must be reachable by the Java class loader, the class can be used
to facilitate an attack. Some malicious gadgets can be used by themselves
and some must be chained together to carry out an attacker’s malicious intent.
Gadgets that are chained together are referred to as gadget chains [Dac00].
By abusing magic magic methods in Serializable classes an attacker is able
to execute a gadget or a gadget chain that abuses the logic within a series of
classes to achieve wanted behaviour from a application [Hak20].

The gadget chains used in deserialization exploitation can be compared to
the gadgets used in return oriented programming (ROP). Gadgets in ROP are
located within the existing program or a shared library and usually ends in a
return instruction. When these gadgets are chained together, the gadget chain
allows attackers to perform arbitrary operations on the machine [Buc+08]. A
gadget used in deserialization attacks uses functions with a return statement
that can be chained together, allowing an attacker to perform operations on
the machine. The main difference between the two is that ROP gadgets builds
chains by using subsections of code ending in a return statement to achieve
custom functionality within the application. Deserialization gadgets chains use
complete methods that exist within the application to call each other, ending
in the wanted functionality.
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readObject Invoked during deserialization if defined in the
serializable class.

readResolve Invoked during deserialization if defined in the
serializable class.

validateObject Invoked during deserialization if defined in the
serializable class.

readObjectNoData Invoked during deserialization if defined in the
serializable class.

Finalize Invoked during during garbage collection by
the garbage collector. Can be used for deferred
execution of exploitable methods.

readExternal Invoked during deserialization if defined in
the serializable class. Defined in the classes
implementing the Externalizable interface.

Table 4.1: The Magic Methods

During their presentation "Serial Killer: Silently Pwning Your Java
Endpoints" at RSAConferance in 2016, Alvaro Muñoz and Christian Schneider
suggested categories for gadgets based on the functionality the gadgets [MS16]:

Trigger Gadget a Serializable class containing a magic method. The magic
method is triggerd during deserialization and acts on the fields within
the serialized data. An attacker is able to change the value of these
fields, see Example 1 in Section 4.7. The class fields within the
serialized object might also be proxy-able, see Example 5 in section
Section 4.11.

Bypass Gadget a class with a magic method that can trigger a nested
deserialization process, creating an unprotected ObjectInputStream
that is controlled by the attacker. Can be used to bypass Security
Manger checks.

Helper Gadget a class that glues together other classes in the gadget chain.
The class is invoked by the previous gadget in the chain and invokes
a method in the next gadget of the chain.

Abuse Gadget a class containing a method that implements dangerous
functionality. This type of gadget is also often referred to as "a
sink".
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Gadget classes that are present in the core Java class libraries are often
refereed to as a "Golden Gadget" and can be of any category. These gadgets
are very dangerous, because they require no third-party libraries [Gia18b] to
be imported. In Java version 1.7u21 a malicious gadget chain using classes
from within the JRE capable of arbitrary remote code execution was discovered
[Gia5]. This gadget chain could be used to exploit any Java application exposing
deserialization to untrusted sources, without the need of any external libraries
being added.

4.4 Locating Deserialization Gadgets

A developer can customize the deserialization of a Serializable object. This
can be done done by implementing functions recognized by the Java serialization
mechanism. These methods are explained in Chapter 3 under Section 3.6 -
Serializable Interface and Section 3.7 - Externalizable interface. The magic
methods that can be exploited during deserialization of objects are are shown in
Section 4.2. Magic methods are entry points for executing malicious code within
the deserialization process, as the code within the magic method might be
exploitable. A serializable class containing one or several of the magic methods,
with vulnerable code, can be used as a trigger gadget. If the magic method is
not directly exploitable the attacker might be able to exploit common function
calls within the method to start gadget chains.

Ian Haken presented two helper gadgets, HashMap and PriorityQueue, that
can be used as helper gadgets to invoke methods in other classes, in his paper
"Automated Discovery of Deserialization Gadget Chains" [Hak20]. HashMap is se-
rializable and inside the readObject()method the class calls Object.hashCode()
and Object.equals(). PriorityQueue calls both Comparator.compare() and
Comparable.compareTo() within its readObject() method. Both classes are
part of Java Virtual Runtime Environment (JRE) making them very dan-
gerous as they are present in all applications. Both Object.hashCode() and
Object.equals() are implemented in java.lang.Object which is the root ob-
ject for all objects in java. It is common to override these methods in classes as
it is considered Java best practice when sorting objects [Eck03]. Finding a class
with with one of these methods overridden calling a dangerous operations like
Input/output operations, network operations, reflection operation might lead
to an exploit. The HashMap’s implementation of the readObject method calls
key.hashCode() on the the key object that is read from the stream. An attacker
can insert a class containing a dangerous implementation of Object.hashCode()
as a key within the HashMap. This will cause an invocation of the method
during deserialization of the object, executing the dangerous code inside the
function. The Comparator.compare() and Comparable.compareTo() methods
are both used to compare objects when sorting list into either a natural or
unnatural ordering [NW06]. If an attacker is able to locate a class performing
dangerous operations in inherited functions from either the Comparable interface
or Comparator interface, the class could be insert it into the PriorityQueue and
be executed.

Ian Haken created a tool to automate the finding of deserialization gadget
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chains called "Gadget Inspector". More information on this tool can be found
in Chapter 6, Section 6.3

A proxy can be used if no interesting methods can be reached by magic
methods in any of the Serializable classes in the application. This approach
was used in an exploit created by Wouter Coekaertsto to achieve remote code
execution in applications using the Spring framework. The approach is described
in Example 5, Section 4.11.

Examples of dangerous methods that could be implemented gadgets used to
exploit systems:

• java.lang.reflect.InvocationHandler.invoke()

• javassist.util.proxy.MethodHandler.invoke()

• org.jboss.weld.bean.proxy.MethodHandler.invoke()

• java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke()

• java.io.File()

• java.io.ObjectInputStream()

• java.net.URLClassLoader()

• java.net.Socket()

• java.net.URL()

• javax.naming.Context.lookup()

Finding a vulnerable or dangerous gadgets in a application does not make
the application vulnerable. The vulnerability is the deserialization of untrusted
data. The gadget only enables the vulnerability to be exploited by an attacker.

4.5 The Classpath

The classpath contains a lot of classes and is not limited to the classes that is
created by developers. Java uses a flat class path architecture which includes
bootstrap classes, extension classes and user classes [Doc20c]. The sheer size
of the classpath offers a lot of surface for finding classes that can be used for
exploitation. The standard libraries offers features aimed towards enterprises,
JNDI (Java Naming and Directory Interface) offers remote code execution
capabilities by exposing an API.

Bootstrap classes are the classes that comprise the Java platform.

Extension classes are classes using the Java Extension mechanism.

User classes are classes created and defined by developers.
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Finding dangerous gadgets might not be easy, but often, especially larger
enterprise application hafe included many libraries. According to Gartner, 85%
of commercial software projects use open source libraries. A WhiteSource study
of 2944 software projects with open source components reveals 23% contained
security vulnerabilities. Only 1.3% of the applications had updated versions of
libraries containing vulnerabilities. [Joh13]. Libraries often contain many classes
in order to support the desired functionality for that package. Developers might
only need a subset of the functionality that the library supports in order to fill
the needs of the application being created, but all classes in the library will be
added to the class path and can possibly be used to exploit the application.

Researchers have found some requirements for locating gadgets that can be
used to exploit Java applications [AO20].

1. A library or class that invokes methods that uses user-controlled
types. These methods can be setters, serialization callbacks, non-default
constructors or destructors.

2. The program exposes a large gadget space for where an attacker can find
the gadgets, they needs to craft their payload from.

4.6 Deserialization Techniques

Different techniques can be used for exploiting deserialization vulnerabilities.
The following categories for deserialization techniques are proposed by the
author:

• Variable Modification Attack

• Polymorphism Attack

• Deferred Execution Attack

• Gadget Chain Attack

• Proxy Attack

Variable Modification Attack is a type of attack where the the attacker
modifies the variables within a serialized byte stream. This can be used
to bypass validations and checks performed in constructors and setters.
The first example, shown in Section 4.7, will show how an attacker can
modify the properties of a serialized object, even if the object is immutable.
The example displays how an attacker can take advantage of this to exploit
a REST API endpoint designed for fetching user profile pictures. The
exploit takes advantage of the User class by altering the private variable
avatarFileName. This leads to an arbitrary remote file download exploit
on the system.

Polymorphism Attack is a type of attack where polymorphism is exploited in
order to have methods in unintended objects invoked.
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The second example, shown in Section 4.8, takes advantage of the
polymorphism that is present in object oriented languages like Java.
In this example the class AdminUser, which is a subclass of the User class,
is used to exploit the application. If an attacker is aware of the AdminUser
class and knows about it’s presence on the classpath, a byte stream
representing the class can be created, or an byte stream representing the
User class can be altered to represent the class. When the malicious byte
stream is sent to the REST API endpoint, it will be deserialized and
cast into a User object. The overridden methods in the AdminUser class
will now be used instead of the intended method in its superclass. The
implementation details of the AdminUser class is exploited to extract data
from the application.

Deferred Execution Attack is a type of attack where the execution of the
payload is deferred, until after the deserialization process has returned
the object.
The third example, shown in Section 4.9, shows how deferred execution can
be exploited by finding gadgets implementing the finalize method. This
allows the attacker to bypass security managers in place for deserialization
by deferring the execution of the payload until the gadget is destroyed by
the garbage collector.

Gadget Chain Attack is a type of attack that abuses a large class pool to
construct gadget chains. By combining helper gadgets, a chain of method
invocations leading to an abuse gadget can be created.
The fourth example, shown in Section 4.10, shows how gadgets can be used
to form a chain of method calls ending in a sink (abuse gadget). A sink is a
function that performs a dangerous method call such as Runtime.exec() to
execute commands directly in the target environment or Method.invoke(),
allowing execution of Java method using reflection. Unsafe methods are
often found in libraries that handle reflection, interpreter libraries or shell
delegators. Finding dangerous gadget chains within a classpath can be
a long and tedious process, but tools like Gadget Inspector, shown in
Chapter 6, Section 6.3, exist to help speed up the process. Tools like
Gadget Inspector still requires some manual changes to make gadget
chains work and are prone to false positives [Hak18]

Proxy Attack is a type of gadget chain attack, where a proxy is used to intercept
methods calls to an object, forwarding them to a abuse gadget.
The fifth example, shown in Section 4.11, shows how a proxy can be used
to forward method calls to a mediator allowing the Runtime().exec()
method to be invoked, resulting in arbitrary remote code execution.

4.7 Example 1 - Variable Modification Attack

Example Setup

A application that allows user to play chess is installed on a computer. The
game is written in Java. The developers of the game implemented a feature that
would allow users to log in to the game from any computer and continue their
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session. To achieve this functionality the board state is saved to a database for
every move made within the game. The board state is retrieve when the user
logs in on a new computer. The application includes a page where the user is
able to view his profile details and statistic such as win ratio, number of wins
and losses. The application communicates with a backend through a REST
API which is also made in Java. To simplify the information flow between
the application and the REST API they decided to use Java serialization for
communication. This allows the backend to receive objects from the application
and process it as if it was original object.

In the profile view an avatar that the user has uploaded is displayed. The
application retrieves the avatar by sending an serialized instance of the User
class to the REST API. The REST API exposes a endpoint called fetchAvatar,
shown in Listing 4.1, the endpoint retrieves the profile picture specified in the
user object and sends it to the application to display. In this example, for
simplicity, the User class shown in Listing B.2 is only containing variables for
username along with the file name for the avatar picture the user uploaded. In
a real world application the user object might contain a lot more information
and possibly game statistics.

The endpoint fetchAvatar takes a HttpServletRequest as an input
parameter and returns a string value. The HttpServletRequest contains
information about the request as well as the content sent in the body of
the HTTP request. In this example, the body of the post request contains the
byte steam of the deserialized user object whose profile picture is being fetched
by the backend.

The fetchAvatar method first creates an ObjectInputStream object that
can read the contents of the requests InputStream. The next instruc-
tion in the fetchAvatar method invokes the readObject method on the
ObjectInputStream. The method will read all the values from the stream
and try to instantiate the root object class denoted in the stream, along with
all its referenced objects and their stored field values. Once the object is read
from the stream and instantiated, it is cast into the appropriate type and stored
in the variable user. A variable used to store the bytes of the restored object
is created and the path to the profile avatar is set. The path of the profile
avatar from the user object is prefixed with a folder name, "picture". The next
instruction is to read the bytes of the image file stored on the file system. The
readAllBytes method uses the relative path of the application along with the
supplied path to find the avatar image. The method will throw and IOException
if the file is not found, and "No profile picture found!" is transmitted back to
the application. If the bytes of the image is retrieved, it is encoded with base64
and transmitted back to the sender.

Listing 4.1: The fetchAvatar method in the REST API
@RestController
public class UserApi {

@PostMapping("profilePicture")
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public String profilePicture(HttpServletRequest
request) throws IOException ,
ClassNotFoundException {
ObjectInputStream objectInputStream = new

ObjectInputStream(request.getInputStream ());
User user = (User)

objectInputStream.readObject ();
byte[] profilePictureBytes;
String profilePicturePath = "pictures/" +

user.getAvatarFileName ();
try {

profilePictureBytes =
Files.readAllBytes(Paths.get(profilePicturePath));

} catch (IOException e) {
return "No profile picture found!";

}
return Base64.getEncoder ()

Listing 4.2: The User class
public final class User implements Serializable {

private static final long serialVersionUID =
-7222079236427045003L;

private final String username;
private final String avatarFileName;

public User(String username , String avatarFileName)
{
this.username = username;
this.avatarFileName = avatarFileName;

}

public String getAvatarFileName () {
return avatarFileName;

}

public String getUsername () {
return username;

}
}

All traffic between the application and backend is done through serialized
objects. Developers might feel a false sense of security as the traffic transmitted
between the server and the application is using non human readable byte
streams, keeping prying eyes from instantly knowing what data is sent. This
offers some security through obscurity, but an attacker might be able to reverse
engineer the format of the stream revealing its content. Java serialization is not
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created to be a secure encrypted format and its specification and algorithm is
open to the public. Tools like SerializationDumper has been made to convert
the byte stream to a more human readable format, functionality to convert
altered stream dumps back into a byte stream is also supported. Read more
about this tool in Chapter 6, Section 6.2.

Exploiting the code

The code shown in Listing 4.1 and Listing 4.2 is vulnerable to a very serious
arbitrary file download vulnerability. This vulnerability allows an attacker to
download any file on the system. The vulnerability exists because the developer
of the application is not validating the user input which in this case is the
serialized User object. The User class is created as an immutable final class
and within Java context, it is not possible to change the object’s internal state
after its creation. Before the object is serialized Java can guarantee that the
object will not be changed after its creation. When the object is serialized all
its values are stored in the byte stream and Java is no longer able to guarantee
immutability of the object. The JVM in charge of deserialization is not able
to verify if the object has the same internal state as when serialized. All
information available to the to the deserialization instance is the information
stored within the stream. If the information in the stream is modified then the
deserialization will trust that information, it is the developers responsibility to
use serialization streams correctly.

An example of a legitimate request between the backend and frontend,
is a HTTP request containing the byte stream of a serialized User object,
with a username like "peter" and the avatarFileName like "peter_fullsize.jpg".
Listing 4.3 shows the serialized byte stream for a serialized User class containing
these values. Listing B.2 in the appendix shows the implementation details
of the User class. Listing 4.4 shows the classData section of the byte stream
shown in Listing 4.3 when parsed to a more human readable format using
SerializationDumper, a full dump can be viewed in the appendix, Listing A.1.

Listing 4.3: Serialized User class byte stream
aced000573720041 636 f6d2e6578616d | . . . . s r .Acom. exam |
706 c652e64657365 7269616 c697a6174 | p l e . d e s e r i a l i z a t |
696 f6e2e73707269 6 e67646573657269 | ion . s p r i n gd e s e r i |
616 c697a6174696f 6 e64656d6f2e4d6f | a l i za t iondemo .Mo|
64656 c732e557365 728 a1b843d0ad070 | d e l s . User . . . = . . p |
170200024 c000e61 766174617246696 c | . . . . L . . ava ta rF i l |
654 e616d65740012 4 c6a6176612f6c61 | eNamet . . Ljava/ l a |
6 e672f537472696e 673 b4c0008757365 | ng/ St r ing ;L . . use |
726 e616d6571007e 0001787074001070 | rnameq . ~ . . xpt . . p |
657465725 f617661 7461722 e6a706774 | eter_avatar . jpg t |
00055065746572 | . . Peter |

Listing 4.4: Serialized User class classData - SerializationDumper
classdata

com.example.deserialization.springdeserializationdemo.Models.User
values
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avatarFileName
(object)

TC_STRING - 0x74
newHandle 0x00 7e 00 03
Length - 16 - 0x00 10
Value - peter_avatar.jpg -

0x70657465725f6176617461722e6a7067
username

(object)
TC_STRING - 0x74

newHandle 0x00 7e 00 04
Length - 5 - 0x00 05
Value - Peter - 0x506574657

Using a hex editor or a tool like SerializationDumper it is possible to
edit the variables of the serialized object. To be able to gain arbitrary file
download, serialized object can abuse the logic within the fetchAvatar method.
To retrieve the avatar picture of a user, the avatarFileName value is used along
with the folder prefix "pictures/". Together they specify the local path of the
picture within the system. This approach is vulnerable to directory traversal
attacks [Acu20]. Even if the server specifies a specific folder for where the avatar
pictures are located the folder can be escaped using the "../" expression. The
"../" expression is commonly used in operating systems to point to a directory’s
parent folder. A directory called ".." is added to all sub folders and opening
this directory will navigate to the parent directory of the folder. The attacker
would have to guess how many expressions is necessary to get to the specific
folder, but this could be done through trial and error.

To gain arbitrary file download via directory traversal the value
of avatarFileName could be changed from "peter_avatar.jpg" into
"../../../../../../../../etc/passwd". This would download the passwd file from
a Linux or Mac OSX operating system. The passwd file contains a list of all
the users defined on the system. Changing the path value of avatarFileName,
changes the relative path read in fetchAvatar from something like "/application-
s/ChessGame/pictures/peter_avatar.jpg" into " /applications/ChessGame/pic-
tures/../../../../../../../../etc/passwd". When changing the path to include a
series of "../" the attacker moves back up the defined path until it reaches the root
folder of the operating system. From there a path of the attackers choice can be
provided. With this directory traversal attack the attacker is able to traverse the
path backwards and making the path equivalent to "/etc/passwd". The provided
value will make the Files.readAllBytes(Paths.get(profilePicturePath))
statement download the "/etc/passwd" file instead of the avatar picture located
at "pictures/peter_avatar.jpg"

Vulnerabilities existing in a REST API that takes individual parameters
also exist in a REST API using java serialization for communication. This is
true as all parameters in a stream can be altered in the same way as rest API
parameters. Arguably serialized parameters can be even more dangerous as the
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whole object including private fields can be altered within a serialized object.
Its important not to rely on the false security of non human readable formats.

Example 1 - Mitigations

To mitigate this attack the developer needs to implement input validation to
disallow or sanitise unwanted characters within the avatarFileName variable.
To be able to perform input validation correctly the developer also need to
know how serialized objects are instantiated during deserialization. In Java
validity and constraints of parameters are usually checked within the constructor
upon creation of the object type. The intent of checking parameters during
instantiating is to ensure that any class object instantiated contains valid
parameter values. Checking parameters in a constructor or values in setters
wont work as a mitigation for deserialization. The deserialization process
initiates an instance of the class by invoking a hidden non-argument constructor
for the class. Then the private and public variable fields within the class are
populated by using reflection, bypassing the setters.

Getter functions is a much better candidate for validation as an attacker can
set the private or public variable directly in a serialized object, but if validation
checks are present in the getter function the value will be validated before its
accessed and used by the JVM. Checking for faulty input in getters is not a
great solution as the malicious object still exists within the JVM, if the value
does not adhere to constraints or sanitation rules an error will first occur when
the value is used. [Sho04]

To properly mitigate this vulnerability the validation or sanitation of the
input needs to happen after the object has been deserialized and before the path
is read. By validating or sanitizing the avatarFileName field before its use, the
program can respond correctly to improper values instead of executing them.
The validateObject method can be implemented in the serializable class to
validate the parameters.

4.8 Example 2 - Polymorphism Attack

Object oriented programming enables powerful features like polymorphism.
Some special rules apply when inheritance is used in serialization, see Section 3.4.
Inheritance can be used to execute inherited methods in subclasses of the
expected type, by providing a byte stream representing the subclass.

Building on the example shown in Section 4.7, the method listStatistics,
show in in Listing 4.5, has been added to the User class, shown in Listing 4.2.
The method is responsible for fetching a users statistics. The extended class is
included in its entirety in the appendix, Listing B.2. This method is implemented
in the backend version of the class but is not implemented in the frontend version,
as the method requires a connection to the database which is only available
from the backend. In the REST layer a new endpoint has been added called
listStatistics, shown in Listing 4.6. This method invokes the listStatistics
method of the User object and serves the statistics back to the application over
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HTTP. The additions to the code enables the chess application to fetch a user’s
statistics by sending the user object to the REST endpoint. For simplicity
and to demonstrate the exploit without cluttering the classes, the method only
returns a string representing the users statistics instead of a Java object. In a
real application the statistics would be fetched from a database and not by a
hardcoded string.

Listing 4.5: The listStatistics method in the User class
public String listStatistics (){

// logic to retrieve statistics
// string returned to not clutter the example
return "Wins: 5, losses: 6, remis: 1";

}

Listing 4.6: The listStatistics endpoint
@PostMapping("listStatistics")
public String listStatistics(HttpServletRequest

request) throws IOException , ClassNotFoundException {
ObjectInputStream objectInputStream = new

ObjectInputStream(request.getInputStream ());
User user = (User) objectInputStream.readObject ();
return user.listStatistics ();

}

There might exist vulnerabilities where by changing the user object to
represent a different user, the statistics for that user is returned, allowing an
attacker to impersonate a different user. This is similar to the vulnerability in
example 1, Section 4.7. But for this example this will be ignored and a exploit
using the polymorphic abilities within Java is used instead.

Developers of the chess application have created a class called AdminUser.
The class was created to support an administration application for the chess
application. The AdminUser class is a subclass of the User class shown in the
Listing B.2 with the listStatistics method added as shown in Listing 4.7.
This class is not present in the chess game version, but is present on the server.

Listing 4.7: The AdminUser class
public class AdminUser extends User{

public AdminUser(String username , String
avatarFileName) {
super(username , avatarFileName);

}

@Override
public String listStatistics (){
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// logic to retrieve statistics
// string returned to not clutter the example
return "user1: Wins: 5, losses: 6, remis: 1," +

"user2: Wins: 7, losses: 1, remis: 4," +
"user3: Wins: 2, losses: 7, remis: 0,";

}
}

The AdminUser class is not used by the chess application but is present in
the backend. This means that an attacker is able to create a serialized byte
stream of the class that will be deserialized by the backed server. An attacker is
able to modify a serialized object of the User class so that it becomes a Admin
object. The full serialized user object, when parsed with SerializationDumper
is shown in the appendix, Listing A.1.

To modify the serialized version of the Userclass into a sub type like
UserAdmin its possible to reuse most of the bytes. First the class description
for the UserAdmin is added to the byte stream as the main class of the stream.
The class name is represented by first specifying the length of the full class
name followed by the name. Then the serialVersionUID of the UserAdmin class
and a handle are written to the stream followed by the fields of the class. The
class does not have any variable fields so fieldCount is set to 0. Now the super
class is defined by reusing the class description bytes from the User object. The
classdata for the stream defines the value for the fields defined in the class
description. Values are defined for the User class, but the as the UserAdmin
class does not have any fields, the field values is empty for this class. The
modified bytes stream imitating the UserAdmin class is displayed in Listing 4.8.

Listing 4.8: The AdminUser class - SerializationDumper
STREAM_MAGIC - 0xac ed
STREAM_VERSION - 0x00 05
Contents

TC_OBJECT - 0x73
TC_CLASSDESC - 0x72

className
Length - 70 - 0x00 46
Value - com.example.deserialization.
springdeserializationdemo.Models.AdminUser -

0x636f6d2e6578616d706c652e646573657269616c697a6
174696 f6e2e737072696e67646573657269616c697a6174
696 f6e64656d6f2e4d6f64656c732e41646d696e55736572

serialVersionUID - 0x8a 60 4b 21 8b 87 d5 38
newHandle 0x00 7e 00 00
classDescFlags - 0x02 - SC_SERIALIZABLE
fieldCount - 0 - 0x00 00
classAnnotations

TC_ENDBLOCKDATA - 0x78
superClassDesc
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TC_CLASSDESC - 0x72

------------ User Class Desscription Bytes ------------

classdata
com.example.deserialization.springdeserializationdemo.

Models.User
values

avatarFileName
(object)

TC_STRING - 0x74
newHandle 0x00 7e 00 04
Length - 16 - 0x00 10
Value - peter_avatar.jpg -

0x70657465725f6176617461722e6a7067
username

(object)
TC_STRING - 0x74

newHandle 0x00 7e 00 05
Length - 5 - 0x00 05
Value - Peter - 0x5065746572

com.example.deserialization.springdeserializationdemo.
Models.AdminUser

values

Once the serialized object is constructed it can be sent to the listStatistics
endpoint in the REST API. When the endpoint receives the byte stream the
ObjectInputStream will verify that the AdminUser object described in the stream
is present in the classpath of the application as well as the validity of the byte
stream header. If the byte stream passes the checks, memory will be allocated
and an instance of the AdminUser will be instantiated. The object is then cast
into the preferred type, in this case a User object as seen in Listing 4.6. Because
the AdminUser class is a subtype of the User class this cast will not throw a
ClassCastException. When the method listStatistics is run on the User
object, the listStatistics method in the AdminUser class is actually run.

This is due to the dynamic polymorphism in Java. Within the inheritance
hierarchy of a class, a subclass can override methods implemented by its
superclasses. This behaviour allows subclasses to customize or replace the
behaviours of the method that has been overwritten [Jan17]. "A subclass has,
at minimum, all the methods that its parent does, an instance of class B can
be used wherever an instance of class A is required."[MKG18]

Being able to execute the listStatistics in the AdminUser class allows
an attacker access to information the developer might not intended for other
then administrators to have access to. The attacker can now view the statistics
of every user registered in the chess application, instead of just their own
statistics. Attacks that exposes sensitive information to an unauthorized user,
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falls under the category of an information disclosure attack. In this example
the information the attacker obtained was just game statistics, but the same
attack can also be performed on real applications, which may contain sensitive
information like employee data, industry-specific data, customer information
or health information. In those cases an attack like this can potentially be
life-ruining for the people involved. In other situations, attacks like this can
be used as a spring board to launch other attacks by allowing the attacker
to gather information on a company like usernames, email addresses or other
company related data.

Exploiting Java serialization through the use of polymorphism is not only
limited to information related attacks. Consider a function that allows an
attacker to run an arbitrary command on the host system by finding a subclass
exposing this functionality. The attacker would then have obtained arbitrary
code execution on the host machine just by modifying the serialized data stream
that is sent to the endpoint. In example 3 in Section 4.10 a different type of
deserialization attack will be shown that can obtain exactly this; arbitrary code
execution.

To mitigate this attack the developers could make the class not
serializable by implementing the readObject method and throwing an
NotSerializableException as shown in Listing 4.9. Another option is to
implement a whitelist or a blacklist to dissalow the class from being deserialized
by the ObjectInputStream. For more information on mitigations, see Chapter 5.

Listing 4.9: readObject implementation for making subclasses not serializable
private void readObject(java.io.ObjectInputStream in)

throws IOException , ClassNotFoundException{
throw new NotSerializableException("This class is

not intended to be deserialized");
}

4.9 Example 3 - Deferred Execution Attack

Deferred execution can be used to bypass security mitigations present in the
deserialization routine. Deferred execution of malicious gadgets will allow the
exploit to be executed when the object is destroyed instead of being executed
during deserialization. The Object.finalize() method can be used to achieve
deferred execution within gadgets or gadget chains. Malicious code that is
located within the finalize function of objects are executed by the garbage
collector when the object is no longer in use.

Deferred execution using the finalize method does not rely solely on
tampering with the private fields in deserialized objects to abuse code the logic
(Example 1, Section 4.7), or abusing polymorphism to trick the program into
executing another function than the expected function (Example 2 Section 4.8).
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Deferred execution relies on the object being instantiated by the deserialization
process, even if the application throws a ClassCastException when trying to
cast the class into the expected type, it will be too late to stop the exploit. The
application will throw an exception that will leave the object unreferenced and
a prime candidate for the garbage collector to destroy. The garbage collector
will execute the finalize method when destroying the object to optimize the
memory space of the application, thus executing the malicious code that could
lead to exploitation of the system.

In this example the class BoardState class, displayed in Listing 4.10, is used
to exploit the application. The class contains a finalize method that saves
the board state to a file when the object is destroyed. Keep in mind that this
is not best practice as the garbage collector is now responsible for saving the
game state instead of a more reliable routine. The BoardState class contains
a private variable called boardState, the variable is written to a file in the
finalize method. In this example, the variable being saved is a string for
simplicity; real world applications might use a list containing the chess pieces
position on the board. An attacker can exploit the fact that this variable is
saved in a file to insert his own content by tampering with the value within the
deserialized byte stream. The attacker is able to write files onto the system
containing the content of their choice, this can be very dangerous if the attacker
also has an exploit that can allow them to execute files on the system like
in example 4, Section 4.10. In that case the attacker could upload malicious
files to the system and have them executed. The attacker could send the
deserialized object to either the applications endpoints, fetchAvatar, shown in
Listing 4.1, or the listStatistic, shown in Listing 4.6. The endpoints would
fail with a ClassCastException when the deserialized BoardState class is being
cast into a User class, but this happens after the BoardState class is initiated.
Deferred attacks can also be used to initiate gadget chains depending on the
logic contained within the finalize method.

Listing 4.10: The BoardState class with exploitable finalizer
public class BoardState implements Serializable {

private String id;
private String boardState;

public BoardState(String id, String boardState) {
this.id = id;
this.boardState = boardState;

}
@Override
protected void finalize () throws Throwable {

BufferedWriter writer = new
BufferedWriter(new
FileWriter(id+".boardstate"));

writer.write(boardState);
writer.close();
super.finalize ();

}
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}

4.10 Example 4 - Classpath Attack

With object-oriented programming languages one can argue that by controlling
the data type that is being executing, one can control the code that is being
executed. Object oriented programming is a programming paradigm that is
based on operating on objects. Objects contains data in the form of variables
and code in the form of methods. When designing a program following the
object oriented programming paradigm, developers create objects that can
interact with each other [LL08]. The objects interact with each other by sending
messages, the result of a message is a method invocation. A method invocation
executes code which may alter the state of the object or perform an action
to achieve a specific goal [CsP20]. There is a fundamental implication with
object-oriented languages such as Java, C-Sharp and PHP which is that if you
control the data type that some of your code is operating on, then you are
also controlling which code is running. This is because the code is associated
with the data type. In a sense you can argue that if you can control the data
type you can control the code that is executed [SM16]. Being able to control
what code is being executed at runtime is a fundamental step in many software
vulnerabilities.

Ian Haken presented an example for a remote code execution gadget in his
paper "Automated Discovery of Deserialization Gadget Chains" [Hak20], the
gadget chain is depicted in Figure 4.1. That gadget chain exploits the fact that
Object.hashCode() is invoked in the readObject implementation for HashMap.
The hashmap is populated with an instance of the AbstractTableModel class,
which contains a override for the hashCode() method. The hashCode() in
the AbstractTableModel class method invokes the method called "invoke" on
an object implementing the IFn interface located within the private variable
field __coljureFnMap. The private variable field is of type IPersistantMap
and the IFn object instance is retrieved using the key "hashCode". Using java
deserialization an attacker has full control over private fields and can replace
any object. The attacker is free to put any implementation of the IFn interface
into the __coljureFnMap field attribute.

One possible way for an attacker to exploit this gadget chain is to
insert a class implementation of the IFn interface called FnCompose into the
__coljureFnMap. The Invoke method of this class invokes two new IFn objects.
The output of the Invoke method for the parameter f1 is used as a parameter
for the invoke method of the variable f2. For the first parameter f1 an
implementation of the IFn interface called FnConstant can be used. The Invoke
method of this class returns the stored value of the variable field value. For
the second parameter f2 an implementation of the IFn interface called FnEval
is used. The invoke method of this class will invoke the exec method on the
current Java Runtime Environment. The exec method is often used to run
external programs within java, such as a web browser to display a help page in
HTML. The single argument to the call represents both the program to run as
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well as any arguments to pass to the program. [Dac00].

By instantiating this chain the attacker is free to put any string value into
the FnConstant class and this value will be used as argument when executing
the invoke method of f2, which in this invokes the Runtime.exec() method .
This allows the attacker arbitrary remote code execution, meaning the attacker
is free to execute any code on the system. The whole gadget chain can be seen
in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Remote Code Execution Gadget Chain

4.11 Example 5 - Proxy attack

The dynamic proxy API defined in java is a widely used dynamic feature.
A proxy is able implement any interface and forward method calls from the
interface to handler class. The handler class uses reflection to handle method
calls, and acts as a mediator between the caller and the object being called.
This allows developers to introduce additional operations, such as access control
and validation, without changing the original object class [FKS18], or in this
case malicious operations.

This example is displaying a vulnerability in the popular Spring frame found
by Wouter Coekaerts in 2011. The exploit uses the classes JdkDynamicAopProxy
and DefaultListableBeanFactory to create a gadget chain [Coe11].

The gadget chain for this exploit utilizes a dynamic proxy to inter-
cept method calls, for this a InvocationHandler has to be configured to
handle the intercepted calls. The DefaultAopProxyFactory is able to pro-
vide an InvocationHandler by invoking the createAopProxy method of
the factory. The method takes a configuration parameter to specify the
TargetSource for the proxy. In this exploit a TargetSource configured with
a DefaultListableBeanFactory is used so that intercepted calls are han-
dled by the factory’s created Bean. The DefaultListableBeanFactory is
set to return a MethodInvokingFactoryBean instance when a bean is cre-
ated. The MethodInvokingFactoryBean takes three parameters, targetMethod,
targetObject and arguments. For the targetMethod the static value "exec"
is provided. For the arguments parameter a singleton list containing the
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string payload to execute on the system is provided. For the targetMethod
a GenericBeanDefinition with Runtime.class as the bean class and "getRun-
time" as the factory method.

When the TargetSource needs a new bean to handle hooked calls,
the DefaultListableBeanFactory will be used to create a bean. The
DefaultListableBeanFactory will instantiate the MethodInvokingFactory that
will create the new bean. During the creation of the bean the payload is executed
running the exec method on the runtime class with the provided argument
resulting in a java.lang.UNIXProcess being returned to handle the proxy call.
The server will try to cast the class into the expected type, but it will already
be too late as the command has already been executed [Coe11].

To mitigate this attack Wouter Coekaerts suggest that black listing
java.reflect.Proxy or JdkDynamicAopProxy. The developers on the Spring
framework released in version 3.0.6 a RemoteInvocationSerializingExporter
that can be used to block the classes from being deserialized within the Spring
framework. By blocking the JdkDynamicAopProxy from being deserialized the
unwanted attack surface is blocked.
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CHAPTER 5

Mittigations

This chapter will explore different types of mitigations that can be deployed
to combat the exploitation of deserialization vulnerabilities. A lot of research
has gone into researching vulnerabilities in Java serialization [Sch20b][MM18]
[MS16][Bre15]. However, research into remediation of the vulnerability is more
scarce. This might be due to the circumstances of serialization vulnerabilities,
as any remediation requires modification of the communication layer existing
between the applications and its users. In some cases changes to communication
can be extremely difficult, or sometimes impossible, without also changing
the communication implementation of the client application. Some client
applications might be decades old and may no longer be under the developers
control [Hak20]. If both the server components and user components are
under the developers control, large changes to applications can often become
quite costly and take a substantial amount of time to implement [Sha+12].
Many mitigation techniques exist that may help developers to strengthen their
application against insecure deserialization. The most obvious mitigation is
only allowing authenticated users and processes access to the deserialization
endpoint, minimizing the amount of threat actors. This approach does not
solve the issue entirely, so other mitigations should be employed to minimize
the attack surface of the application further. This chapter will list several
mitigations that might be employed. Not all mitigations can be deployed in all
circumstances, but the listed mitigations might help formulate a strategy that
can help secure applications from deserialization vulnerabilities. Developers
should consider using dynamic application security testing (DAST) to actively
scan for vulnerabilities with in their application, as part of their release process.
Static application testing (SAST) could also be applied to search the application
code for helper gadgets that might be used to create gadget chains.

5.1 Consequences of Deserialization vulnerabilities

The vulnerabilities in Java serialization are very dangerous, depending on the
payload, gadget chains can perform different kinds of attacks like remote code
execution and denial of service attacks. Gadget chains discovered in popular
libraries leads to a lot of applications being vulnerable. CERT (Computer
Emergency Resonse Team) responded to the vulnerability found by in the
Apache Commons Collections, by saying "Developers need to re-architect their
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applications." [Gia18a]. This type of mitigation requires a lot of code changes,
time, effort and money [Sha+12]. In enterprise solutions with hundred of
deployed instances, it can be hard to make sure that an application does not
perform deserialization of untrusted Java objects. In some cases the application
itself does not perform deserialization, but most servers, third-party components
and frameworks do support it. To re-architect the applications in enterprise
solutions would require a lot of time. Enterprise solutions must also be able to
protect against critical deserialization vulnerabilities until such a code change
can be performed [Gia18a]. Java deserialization is widely used in many popular
services and applications, Webshare Application Server, JBoss Application
server, Jenkins, WebLogic Applicationserver and OpenNMS through RMI to
name a few [Bre15]. All of the above application where in 2015 vulnerable to
deserialization attacks.

Unsafe Java deserialization is a threat to the integrity of an application as
it is possible to exploit the vulnerability to gain remote code execution on the
system. The availability of the server is also compromised, as an attacker has
the ability of providing data streams representing recursive object graphs or
object graphs that is expected to never terminate the reading process. This
can lead to the system freezing while processing the object and refusing new
connections from legitimate users.

5.2 Code practices

To limit the deserialization vulnerabilities within the application the developer
can follow a set of principals.

Limit Libraries The developer should only include libraries that are strictly
necessary for the application. Importing libraries to include a small subset
of the functionality will increase the gadget space for an attacker to look
for malicious gadgets.

Implementing Magic methods Classes that are not meant to be Serializable
but inherits the Serializable interface from a super class should
implement the magic methods readObject and the writeObject to prevent
serialization and deserialization by throwing a NotSerializableException,
shown in Listing 4.9.

Implement Security Security should be applied to minimize the risk of
malicious gadgets being deserialized. Different security practices are
discussed in this chapter.

Java coding guidelines suggest a set of rules and recommendations for secure
serialization [KS17]

• SER00-J. Enable serialization compatibility during class evolution

• SER01-J. Do not deviate from the proper signatures of serialization
methods
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• SER02-J. Sign then seal objects before sending them outside a trust
boundary

• SER03-J. Do not serialize unencrypted sensitive data

• SER04-J. Do not allow serialization and deserialization to bypass the
security manager

• SER05-J. Do not serialize instances of inner classes

• SER06-J. Make defensive copies of private mutable components during
deserialization

• SER07-J. Do not use the default serialized form for classes with
implementation-defined invariants

• SER08-J. Minimize privileges before deserializing from a privileged context

• SER09-J. Do not invoke overridable methods from the readObject()
method

• SER10-J. Avoid memory and resource leaks during serialization

• SER11-J. Prevent overwriting of externalizable objects

• SER12-J. Prevent deserialization of untrusted data

• SEC58-J. Deserialization methods should not perform potentially danger-
ous operations

5.3 Do not Deserialize Untrusted Data

Java deserialization vulnerabilities are dependent on applications allowing
untrusted data to be deserialized. Untrusted sources can not be trusted to deliver
well formed serialized objects to the application. This mitigation might require
significant re-architecting of the software communication protocol. Profiling
must be applied to the whole application stack as deserialization my still occur
in components and services that is not developed by the company.

If an application really needs to accept input from an untrusted source,
strategies can be applied to mitigate the risk of maliciously formed input.
User-supplied data must always be validated, filtered or sanitized before being
processed by the application, to prevent unexpected behaviour.

5.4 Blacklisting

On November 6, 2015 Steve Breen published on his blog a Java deserialization
attack that uses the Apache Commons Collections library to attack the
latest versions of well-known java applications. The applications attacked
was WebSphere, JBoss, Jenkins, OpenNMS and WebLogic. The exploit
achieved remote code execution on the systems using deserialized objects from
the common collections library [Bre15]. This resulted in a CVE (Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures), numbered CVE-2015–4852 [Cve15]. On April 25,
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2018 Badcode, a member of the Knownsec 404 Team, looked at the patch that
was created for CVE-2015–4852, a blacklist was used to fix the vulnerability.

Blacklists are a passive way of protecting the application against deseri-
alization. The blacklist contains a list of classes that should not be allowed
to be deserialized. In Java blacklists are implemented using a lookahead
ObjectInputStream implementation. This means creating a implementation of
the ObjectInputStream that overwrites the resolveClass method [KS17]. The
resolveClass method is responsible for checking the class name to deserialize
before deserializing the object. This method will be invoked only once for each
unique class in the stream [Doc].

The blacklist blocks the forbidden gadget classes from being deserialized, but
is not blocking classes that is not in the list. This makes the blacklist vulnerable
to new exploits from using unknown gadget classes and chains. Blacklisting
requires continuous updates adding newly discovered gadget chains to combat
new exploits against the application. If an application is targeted with a newly
discovered gadget chain before it is added to the blacklist the application will
be vulnerable. Adding a blacklist as a security solution is not ideal as it requires
profiling of the application on a regular basis. Profiling needs to be done
in order to ensure that classes in the blacklist are not being utilized by the
application. Before a class is added to the blacklist a developer has to make
sure that it is not in use by the application; adding a class that is used by
the application might risk break the functionality of the application [Sch20a].
Blacklisting is a negative security model where everything is allowed except the
rules that are explicitly applied. Negative security models are easy to implement
as you can do it slowly and over time, but new software vulnerabilities are
discovered every day and a blacklist might not cover every malicious gadget
[Cou16]. The application may contain unpublished or zero-day exploits where
the gadget or gadget chains are currently unknown to the public. If the blacklist
is not regularly maintained these exploits might go unnoticed and leave the
application vulnerable to attacks. Using a blacklist is not an ideal security
solution for protecting against deserialization attacks as it is always one step
behind. Developers are adding gadgets to the blacklist as new vulnerable
gadgets are found, but this does not protect against unknown gadgets [Gia18b].
Another way of bypassing blacklist is to use a gadget chain that instantiate
a new ObjectInputStream where the attacker can provide a byte stream for
unsafe deserialization.

5.5 Whitelisting

Another way to combat malicious gadget chains is to use a whitelist. Compared
to blacklisting, which explicitly blocks class gadgets that are known to be bad,
a whitelist explicitly only allows classes that are approved by the developer.
Whitelisting uses the same principals as blacklisting for disallowing and allowing
classes. A custom implementation of ObjectInputStream is created to do a
lookahead utilizing the resolveClass [KS17]. Once a disallowed class type is
detected the deserialization fails, the serialized byte stream may only contain
allowed classes for it to be deserialized into a runtime object [Doc].
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Whitelisting is considered a safer approach to mitigating deserialization
vulnerabilities then a blacklist. Creating a whitelist might be hard; profiling
of the application is required in order to assess which classes are used for
serialization by the application. For larger enterprise solutions the list of
allowed classes might be really large and difficult to manage. For every new
release the application profiling might be needed to assess if new classes needs
to be added to support the potential new features of the release. This process
might complicate the deployment process for new releases and might lead to
the whitelist not being updated which could produce false positives [Gia18b].

Another approach to whitelisting is blocking operations that the application
is not expecting to occure. Operations could be process forking, file input and
output operations, and network operations etc. This approach to whitelisting
might reduce the attack surface of deserialization attacks, but it does not protect
against blind deserialization attacks, data extraction or denial of service attacks
[Gia18b].

Even when using a lookahead ObjectInputStream implementation with a
strict whitelist to secure your application. The application is not safe from all
types of deserialization vulnerabilities as mentioned above. Many deserialization
vulnerabilities does not require special gadget classes to perform exploits. It
is still possible to use "denial of service" gadgets available in many classes
that might be present in strict whitelists. Classes and structures like Arrays,
HashMaps, HashSets and Strings are commonly used in java and are likely to
be included in classes that are serializable and thus also likely to be included in
a potential whitelist [Sch20a].

SWAT (Serial Whitelist Application Trainer) is a tool created to help
developers build whitelists for their application. The tool is designed to work on
test servers by observing which classes are deserialized by the application and
creating a log files of the observed classes. The log files contain the observed
classes from the test server which then can be used to build a reasonable
whitelist [Sch16].

5.6 Ad-hoc Security Manager

A security manager in Java defines a security policy that should be en-
forced within an application. The security policy is responsible for defining
which actions are unsafe or sensitive within the application context. If an
action that is defined as unsafe or sensitive runs within the application a
SecurityException is thrown. It is possible for the application to query
the security manager for checking which actions are allowed to execute
[doc19]. The ObjectInputStream class checks if a security manager is in-
stalled, if so it calls the checkPermission method of the security manager.
It checks the SerializablePermission("enableSubclassImplementation")
permission if a subclass of ObjectInputStream is allowed. When
enabling the ability to resolve objects during deserialization the
SerializablePermission("enableSubstitution") is checked to see if sub-
stituting the serialized object is allowed [Doc].
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When dealing with a security manager the attacker must find a way to
bypass it. Security managers can be bypassed by deferring the execution of
the exploit, an example of this is shown in Section 4.11. To achieve deferred
execution of the gadget chain, a magic method must be found that is not directly
executed during deserialization, but at a later point in time. This could be
achieved by exploiting the finalize() method. By deferring the execution of
the exploit until after the deserialization flow, any ad-hoc security manger has
already been removed [Sch20a].

Classes utilizing security manager checks must replicate the checks wherever
an instance of the class is constructed. Serializable classes that prevent untrusted
code from modifying its internal state by using security manager checks in
its constructor, can be bypassed during deserialization. The constructor is
not called when the object is constructed in the deserialization process, thus
allowing an attacker to bypass the security manager checks [MS18]. Security
managers does not protect against some denial of service attacks that initiates
arrays from variables during deserialization.

5.7 Serialization filtering

During the period 2015 to 2016 a lot of deserialization vulnerabilities where
discovered as presented in Chapter 2. With vulnerabilities discovered in popular
libraries,as well as denial of service attacks using only gadgets from the JVM,
developers where looking for mitigations for the attack. Oracle responded to
the risks by creating JEP-290 (JDK Enhancement Proposal); the proposal was
titled "Filter Incoming Serialization Data" and was released January 2017. The
JEP introduced look-ahead capabilities to the stream allowing filter options for
allowed classes and additional restrictions and limits for deserialized objects.
The serialization Filtering mechanism provides four different ways to mitigate
denial of service attacks through deserialization [War18].

1. maxdepth, sets the maximum depth of a graph

2. axrefs, sets the maximum number of internal references

3. maxbytes, sets the maximum number of bytes in the input stream

4. maxarray, sets the maximum array size allowed

Researches at Waratek found that the maxarray stream limit is only enforced
on serialized arrays within the serialized object. If an array is created
and instantiated in the application by reading the array length from the
serialized byte stream, then the Serialization Filtering mechanism is not able
to enforce the restriction. If a class component initializes a new array using
new T[ois.readInt()] then it is vulnerable to unbound memory allocation
which could lead to a potential denial of service attack [War18].

Mitigating this kind of attack is not simple, every method in the Java
Runtime Environment performing this instruction would have to be identified.
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Finding these classes would be difficult as the array length can be stored in
any variable or in a encapsulated object field. The Java virtual machine cannot
detect which bytes came from external byte streams or trace the bytes through
operations. This is why Serialization Filtering fails to protect against these kinds
of attacks. The deserialized array lengths must be properly restricted before
being passed into an array initialization else denial of service deserialization
vulnerabilities could be introduced [War18].

After JPE-290 was released Waratek researchers searched the Java Runtime
Environment codebase and found two components with unbound memory
allocation vulnerabilities. Both these classes can be used to perform a denial of
service attack on an application accepting serialized objects from an untrusted
source. The components found were:

• java.awt.geom.Path2D.Float

• java.awt.geom.Path2D.Double

5.8 Purging the Classpath

Steve Breen proposed a fix to the mitigate the effect of deserialization
vulnerabilities in his paper "What Do WebLogic, WebSphere, JBoss, Jenkins,
OpenNMS, and Your Application Have in Common? This Vulnerability."[Bre15].
Breen proposed removing the classes that might be used as dangerous gadgets
from the classpath of the application. Breen states that this will fix the problem
from known exploitation gadgets, although the method is an "ugly one", it may
help remove the vulnerability until a working patch is created. He suggests
opening the jar containing the vulnerable class and deleting it.

This method employs the same principals as the blacklist, disallowing
unwanted classes to be deserialized. Removing dangerous classes ensures they
cannot be deserialized, since the class no longer exist. For this method to
work, extensive testing is needed [Bre15] to ensure that the application is still
functioning properly. Exceptions such as ClassNotFoundException may be
thrown.

5.9 Web Application Firewall

Web applications firewalls (WAF) can help mitigate deserialization vulnerabili-
ties by examining packages before they reach the deserialization endpoint in the
application. The firewall works by monitoring the the traffic going in and out
of an application and applying a filter that either blocks or allows request based
on the conditions defined. To prevent malicious gadget chains from reaching
the application, the firewall could apply a filter dropping all serialized objects
containing well-known malicious classes. This approach works the same way as
a blacklist would, therefor it also inherits the same limitations as the blacklist
approach. Its also possible to configure the firewall to work as a whitelist by
applying a filter to only allow requests containing expected classes.
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Web application firewalls are not always effective at mitigating deserialization
vulnerabilities as it operates outside the application context. The approach
inherits the same limitations as whitelisting and blacklisting, also the WAF
must be configured to decode the serialized byte stream in order to apply the
heuristics for filtering. Any security solution that has no application context and
operates outside of the application cannot adequately mitigate deserialization
attacks [Gia18a].

5.10 Signing Serialized Data

Java applications that are deserializing objects provided by a trusted source can
mitigate the risk of deserialization vulnerabilities by utilizing authentication.
The transmitted byte stream can be authenticated using an authenticated
encryption or HMAC (Hash-based message authentication code). This allows
the content of the stream to be verified by the receiver upon arrival. The byte
stream should be verified before it is deserialized to avoid deserializing a byte
stream that is corrupted or has been tampered with. Byte streams that are not
digitally signed should be discarded, a flag can be setup to notify the developers
of strange behaviour. It is important not to leak the cryptographic key; if an
attacker is able to get the key used to authenticate the byte stream they will
be able to sign their own serialized objects. Signing a malicious object with the
cryptographic key allows the object to bypass the verification checks and be
deserialized, defeating the mitigation.

This mitigation could be achieved in Java by implementing a custom
implementation of an ObjectinputStream providing cryptographic capabilities
for signing serialized data.

5.11 Using Alternative Data Formats

Due to the increasing number of exploits being discovered taking advantage of
the Java serialization API. Many researchers believed that the best mitigation
to the problem was to stop using Java serialization all together [MM18]. The
native serialization library in Java could be replaced by pure data formats
like JSON or XML which are considered more secure, as they do not invoke
deserialization callbacks like the magic methods of Java serialization during
their serialization mechanism [Owa20a].

In 2017 researchers Alvaro Muñoz and Oleksandr Mirosh released a paper
called "Friday the 13th JSON Attacks". This paper proves that serialization of
untrusted data is not a specific problem for Java Serialization, but also happens
with other serialization formatters. The research found that several popular
libraries used for formatting JSON in both .NET and Java are exploitable
following the same concepts used by attackers to exploit Java serialization.
Unlike Java deserialization, where exploits are possible by controlling the
serialized data and abusing magic methods invoked during deserialization.
JSON libraries do not invoke deserialization callbacks but many libraries invoke
setters to populate variable fields. Setter functions may contain logic that could
be abused the same way as with magic methods. [MM18]. Other researchers
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have found similar vulnerabilities in other serialization formats such as XML,
Yaml and AMF [Owa]. All serializers have to reconstruct objects and must
execute methods in order to do so. These methods could be used by an attacker
to a initiate gadget chains that could lead to exploitation, like denial of service
attacks or arbitrary code execution [MM18].

5.12 Compartmentalization

Compartmentalization of Java applications can mitigate a lot of the consequences
of deserialization vulnerabilities. Compartmentalization of applications is
achieved by running the application in a virtual environment, such as a
virtual machine or a Docker container. Virtualization of applications enables
clearly defined trust boundaries to be established, by separating the dangerous
application into a vitalized environment the potential damage of the exploit is
limited to the virtualized environment.

The company Waratek has developed a solution for protecting against
deserialization by utilizing compartmentalization for the part of the runtime
environment that handles serialization. The benefit of this solution is that the
deserialization mechanism is isolated within a container with limited privileges.
If the serialization fails or is exploited the container terminates without allowing
the exploit to escape the container. Isolating of the deserialization mechanism
may allow legitimate functionality to run normally and discards gadgets that
could harm the system. The solution allows dangerous gadgets to be used in a
legitimate setting depending on its functionality [War16].
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CHAPTER 6

Tools

6.1 Ysoserial

Ysoserial is a tool utility containing a collection of property-oriented program-
ming “gadget chains” that has been discovered in common java packages. These
“gadget chains” can be used to exploit Java applications through insecurely
deserializing the objects. Ysoserial wraps a user specified command into one of
the predefined “gadget chains” and then serializes the object to stdout[Fro18].
The tool is capable of exploiting numerous popular libraries commonly used
when developing Java applications. The following list displays the different
supported payloads that can be created:

BeanShell1

C3P0

Clojure

CommonsBeanutils1

CommonsCollections1

CommonsCollections2

CommonsCollections3

CommonsCollections4

CommonsCollections5

CommonsCollections6

FileUpload1

Groovy1

Hibernate1

Hibernate2

JBossInterceptors1

JRMPClient

JRMPListener

JSON1

JavassistWeld1

Jdk7u21

Jython1

MozillaRhino1

Myfaces1

Myfaces2

ROME

Spring1

Spring2

URLDNS

Wicket1
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These payloads are called after the library required to exploit the application.
The gadget chains are based on vulnerable gadgets within these libraries. When
more than one vulnerable gadget is present in a library, or different versions of
the library is exploitable, numbers are used to differentiate between them.

Ysoserial has been widely adopted by security researchers due to its ease of
use when creating payloads. Several forks of the GitHub repository has been
created to extend the tool with additional functionality and features. These
features include new payloads incorporating different types of end gadgets to
achieve functionality like creating reverse shells, executing native synchronous
sleep to detect exploitation [Dot20b].

A burpsuite plugin has also been created for this tool to help detect and
exploit Java deserialization vulnerabilities. The plugin works with Burp Suites
active and passive scanner for detection of Java serialization. It includes a
manual tester for detection of vulnerabilities for custom insertion points. An
exploiter module is also provided to allow active exploitation of vulnerabilities
using payloads from the ysoserial tool [Dot20a].

6.2 SerializationDumper

Nicky Bloor, a security researcher and founder of Cognitous Cyber Security,
created SerializationDumper, a tool to support his research on Java deserializa-
tion vulnerabilities. The tool aims to automize the tedious task of decoding
raw serialization streams. The tool does not deserialize the stream which allows
the tool to parse streams without knowledge of which class or data structure
the stream is built on. The tool is able to rebuild Java serialization streams
and Java RMI packet contents in a more human readable format. The tool also
supports the reverse operation of converting the human readable serialization
stream back into a raw byte steam. This operation allows researcher to more
easily work with raw serialized streams because they can modify the human
readable version and then recompile it back into a byte stream [Blo20].

SerializationDumper Usage

SerializationDumper reders a serialized byte stream. For this example a Java
string with the value "ABCD" was serialized and saved to a file. The file was
inspected with a hex editor and the following sequence of hex numbers was
displayed.

aced0005740004414243447071007e0000

The sequence above is the serialized byte stream produced by the serialization
mechanism in Java. The byte stream in itself is not very human readable, as
it is hard to read which values the different hex numbers are representing.
SerializationDumper can be used to render the byte stream into a more human
readable format. SerializationDumper achieves this by reading the byte stream
in accordance to the Java Serialization specification and printing information
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about the stream as it is being interpreted. When feeding the byte stream as
input to the SerializationDumper we get the following output:

STREAM_MAGIC - 0xac ed
STREAM_VERSION - 0x00 05
Contents

TC_STRING - 0x74
newHandle 0x00 7e 00 00
Length - 4 - 0x00 04
Value - ABCD - 0x41424344

TC_NULL - 0x70
TC_REFERENCE - 0x71

Handle - 8257536 - 0x00 7e 00 00

Limitations

The tool is not fully compliant with the Java serialization specification and
can therefore not deserialize all Java serialized data streams. Classes that
implements the Java.io.Externalizable interface are required to implement
the writeExternal method in order to save the entire state of the object. The
class must also implement the corresponding class readExternal to be able to
restore the entire state of the object [Doc20d]. The writeExternal method
allows the class to customize what data is written to the serialization stream.
To be able to read the data stream the readExternal method needs access to
the original class to know data is read from the stream. These classes will have
the flag SC_EXTERNALIZABLE set in the classDescFlags field and will not have
the SC_BLOCKDATA flag set. [Blo20]

6.3 Gadget Inspector

Gadget Inspector is a Java bytecode analysis tool for finding gadget chains in
Java applications or packages. The tool is created by Ian Haken to support
his research on the field of deserialization gadget chains. The tool is able to
operate on any given classpath in a particular library or an entire war file. The
tool performs simplistic symbolic execution to determine the possible dataflow
between method arguments to subsequent method invocations. To determine
the code flow the tool makes simplified assumptions to make the code analysis
quicker. The output of the tool is the discovered gadget chains. The gadget
chains are outputted as a sequence of method invocations that will end in a sink.
A sink method is an operator that transmit information or events to external
systems. [Hak20]

6.4 Freddy - Burp Suite plugin

Freddy was developed by the nccgroup as an extension plugin for Burp Suite.
Freddy enables Burp Suite to automatically identify deserialization issues by
monitoring network traffic to Java and .NET applications. The plugin is
configured to support both passive scanning by inspecting packages and active
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scanning by sending dangerous packages. Freddy is able to detect vulnerabilities
in over 30 .NET and Java libraries using various serialization formats such as
JSON, XML, YAML and AMF.

A similar tool to Freddy is Deserialization Scanner written by Federico
Dotta [Dot20a].

Passive scanning

Freddy is capable of passively scanning network traffic to detect the presence of
dangerous serialization libraries and APIs. While scanning packages Freddy
inspects the type specifiers and other signatures within http packages to identify
the library used. Responses are monitored for exceptions that are issued by the
target library indicating errors during deserialization of objects.

Active scanning

This feature attempts to detect and exploit vulnerable serialization libraries.
Detection is is performed using three different methods, Exception based, Time
based, collaborator based. The exception based method sends an HTTP request
with malformed data to trigger target-specific exceptions. The error message in
the response is compared to known error messages issued by specific libraries.
The time based method uses payloads designed to execute the the OS command
ping [-n-c] 21 127.0.0.1| to introduce a time delay during deserialization. This
can be used for detecting libraries by monitoring the response time of the
server. If the payload is executed the server is vulnerable. The collaborator
based method uses payloads uses OS command nslookup to resolve the Burp
Suite Collaborator generated domain name. Interactions with the collaborator
are checked every 60 seconds, and reported to the issue list under "RCE
(collaborator)"
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CHAPTER 7

Deserialization vulnerabilities

The goal of this thesis was to provide an overview of the Java serialization API
and how an attacker can exploit its vulnerabilities using different techniques,
as well as which mitigation strategies can be employed to minimize the attack
surface.

An overview of how the Java Serialization API works is presented the
Chapter 3. To allow classes to be serializable either the Serializable or the
Externalizable interfaces must be implemented by the class. Methods like
readObject and writeObject can be used to customize the serialization and
deserialization process. Methods like writeReplace can be used to substitute
objects that are serialized and its counterpart readReplace for substituting
objects during deserialization. The structure of serialized byte streams are
examined and tools for parsing the byte streams into a human readable format
is shown.

Examples of different techniques that can be used to exploit vulnerabilities is
presented in Chapter 4 . Deserialization of objects using the Java deserialization
API is dangerous, and is by default vulnerable to serious attacks. The code
logic within magic methods like readObject and readExternal can be exploited
to execute attacker chosen methods, taking control of the code flow during
deserialization of the objects. Several malicious gadgets are present within the
JDK bootstrap classes, some gadget chains can be used to perform denial of
service attacks by never terminating the deserialization process. As libraries
are imported into application the available gadget space increases, introducing
more possible attacks. The types of exploits an attacker is able to perform is
limited to the code available within the application and its libraries. The thesis
explains how to find malicious Serializable gadgets within the application
by looking for magic methods, methods that can be overridden and methods
implementing dangerous operations.
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The techniques categories presented in the thesis is named and proposed by
the author:

• Variable Modification Attack

• Polymorphism Attack

• Deferred Execution Attack

• Gadget Chain Attack

• Proxy Attack

Examples are provided to show how different gadgets and techniques can
be used to exploit applications. The first example shows how an attacker can
modify private properties of a serialized object even if the object is immutable.
The second example shows how polymorphism can be abused to execute methods
in subclasses that might not be intended for serialization. The third example
shows how the Object.finalize() method can be used to achieve deferred
execution of payloads, allowing attackers to circumvent Security Managers. The
fourth example shows how gadget chains can be created to form a chain of
method calls ending with a dangerous method. The fifth example shows how a
dynamic proxy can be used execute unintended functions. Other examples of
gadget chains and exploits can be found throughout the thesis.

Different mitigations for reducing the attack surface for deserialization
attacks are presented, positive and negative side of the mitigations are discussed.
These mitigations include, whitelisting and blacklisting to prevent unwanted
gadgets from being deserialized by looking at classes used in serialized byte
streams. Ad-hoc Security Managers can be used to deny dangerous operations
to be performed during the deserialization process. Serialization filtering
can be used to apply heuristics to byte streams, as well as implementing
blacklists and whitelists. Purging the class path of classes containing dangerous
exploitable methods by deleting them. Web Application Firewalls to filter
requests based on rules before they reach the application. Signing serialized data
to prevent tampering and illegitimate byte streams, by providing authentication.
Using alternate data formats, where less or non deserialization vulnerabilities
are discovered, can reduce the known attack surface of the application.
Compartmentalization can mitigate the consequences of successful exploits.
The consequences of vulnerabilities, and guidelines for good code practices are
presented.

Compatibility issues of serialized classes is discussed as any mitigation involv-
ing changing the communication layer will most likely cause incompatibilities
between class versions. This makes hardening classes that can be used as
malicious gadgets harder, as the mitigation strategies for restoring data might
also be required. The thesis explore different scenarios and mitigation strategies
that might help save data by converting data into the new serialized format.
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7.1 Discussion

Java vulnerabilities is quite common and a lot of vulnerabilities are found in
a wide range of application. Research on the topic is often presented as an
overview of how a specific vulnerability was exploited within an application.
Some research explaining how to find exploitable gadgets and gadget chains are
also available, but I could not find any research on the topic, where different
techniques for exploiting a service where explained, or where positive and
negative sides mitigation where discussed in detail.

Java provides no easy way of mitigating or fixing deserialization vulnerabil-
ities by default. Malicious gadgets are present within the core libraries Java,
Oracle has made an statement saying they wont be fixed. Importing libraries
in a application increases the gadget space, increasing the likelihood for finding
malicious gadgets. To prevent these gadgets from being able to exploit the
application mitigations surrounding the deserialization mechanism must be
present. All of the mitigations suggested in this thesis will help reduce the
attack surface of an application, but some mitigation are more capable of this
then others.

The mitigation strategy I think is most successful at mitigating attacks
is combined strategy using; Signing serialized data to prevent illegitimate
objects from being deserialized. A strong whitelisting using a lookahead
ObjectInputStream, to prevent unwanted classes from being deserialized.
Compartmentalization of the whole application or the parts of the runtime
deserializing objects. This solution would prevent deserializing objects that is
tampered with by verifying the signature of the byte stream. If this security
protection fails most malicious gadgets would be blocked by the whitelist. If
malicious gadgets exist within the whitelist their potential for exploiting the
system would be mitigated by the compartmentalization. The code guidelines
for safe serialization should be read and followed by developers to ensure that the
code written is hardened against deserialization attacks. All of these mitigations
can be done without altering the production code of the application. Signing
and whitelisting could be performed on the network layer, although altering
the application code is preferred, in some application this is not an option.
Running the application in a virtual environment could be done by packaging
the application into a container.

7.2 Future work

Future research should be directed towards automatizing detection of gadgets
that could be used for malicious exploits by attackers. This could help developers
detect vulnerabilities in the code they are writing. Improving code linters to
warn developers of potential dangerous code patterns, that could be exploited
during deserialization. Improved linters could help developers write safer code,
by giving suggestions for best coding practice when creating serializable code.

Further explorations of vulnerabilities in other serialization formats could
be explored. Researchers have already proven that languages such as JSON,
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XML and YAML is compromisable by slight variations of the techniques used
to exploit Java Serialization. Languages compiling code into Java bytecode
like Kotlin, Groovy and Scala might contain similar exploitable vulnerabilities.
Languages like .NET and PHP has already been proven to have deserialization
vulnerabilities.
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APPENDIX A

Byte streams shown using
SerializationDumper

Listing A.1: Serialized User class - SerializationDumper

STREAM_MAGIC - 0xac ed
STREAM_VERSION - 0x00 05
Contents

TC_OBJECT - 0x73
TC_CLASSDESC - 0x72

className
Length - 65 - 0x00 41
Value -

com.example.deserialization.springdeserializationdemo.Models.User
-
0x636f6d2e6578616d706c652e646573657269616c697a6174696f6e2e737072696e67646573657269616c697a6174696f6e64656d6f2e4d6f64656c732e55736572

serialVersionUID - 0x9b c6 05 32 dd 0a a7 75
newHandle 0x00 7e 00 00
classDescFlags - 0x02 - SC_SERIALIZABLE
fieldCount - 2 - 0x00 02
Fields

0:
Object - L - 0x4c
fieldName

Length - 14 - 0x00 0e
Value - avatarFileName -

0x61766174617246696c654e616d65
className1

TC_STRING - 0x74
newHandle 0x00 7e 00 01
Length - 18 - 0x00 12
Value - Ljava/lang/String; -

0x4c6a6176612f6c616e672f537472696e673b
1:

Object - L - 0x4c
fieldName

Length - 8 - 0x00 08
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Value - username - 0x757365726e616d65
className1

TC_REFERENCE - 0x71
Handle - 8257537 - 0x00 7e 00 01

classAnnotations
TC_ENDBLOCKDATA - 0x78

superClassDesc
TC_NULL - 0x70

newHandle 0x00 7e 00 02
classdata

com.example.deserialization.springdeserializationdemo.Models.User
values

avatarFileName
(object)

TC_STRING - 0x74
newHandle 0x00 7e 00 03
Length - 16 - 0x00 10
Value - peter_avatar.jpg -

0x70657465725f6176617461722e6a7067
username

(object)
TC_STRING - 0x74

newHandle 0x00 7e 00 04
Length - 5 - 0x00 05
Value - Peter - 0x506574657

Listing A.2: Serialized AdminUser class - SerializationDumper

STREAM_MAGIC - 0xac ed
STREAM_VERSION - 0x00 05
Contents

TC_OBJECT - 0x73
TC_CLASSDESC - 0x72

className
Length - 70 - 0x00 46
Value - com.example.deserialization.
springdeserializationdemo.Models.AdminUser -

0x636f6d2e6578616d706c652e646573657269616c697a6
174696 f6e2e737072696e67646573657269616c697a6174
696 f6e64656d6f2e4d6f64656c732e41646d696e55736572

serialVersionUID - 0x8a 60 4b 21 8b 87 d5 38
newHandle 0x00 7e 00 00
classDescFlags - 0x02 - SC_SERIALIZABLE
fieldCount - 0 - 0x00 00
classAnnotations

TC_ENDBLOCKDATA - 0x78
superClassDesc

TC_CLASSDESC - 0x72
className
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Length - 65 - 0x00 41
Value -

com.example.deserialization.springdeserializationdemo.Models.User
-
0x636f6d2e6578616d706c652e646573657269616c697a6174696f6e2e737072696e67646573657269616c697a6174696f6e64656d6f2e4d6f64656c732e55736572

serialVersionUID - 0x9b c6 05 32 dd 0a a7 75
newHandle 0x00 7e 00 01
classDescFlags - 0x02 - SC_SERIALIZABLE
fieldCount - 2 - 0x00 02
Fields

0:
Object - L - 0x4c
fieldName

Length - 14 - 0x00 0e
Value - avatarFileName -

0x61766174617246696c654e616d65
className1

TC_STRING - 0x74
newHandle 0x00 7e 00 02
Length - 18 - 0x00 12
Value - Ljava/lang/String; -

0x4c6a6176612f6c616e672f537472696e673b
1:

Object - L - 0x4c
fieldName

Length - 8 - 0x00 08
Value - username - 0x757365726e616d65

className1
TC_REFERENCE - 0x71

Handle - 8257538 - 0x00 7e 00 02
classAnnotations

TC_ENDBLOCKDATA - 0x78
superClassDesc

TC_NULL - 0x70
newHandle 0x00 7e 00 03
classdata

com.example.deserialization.springdeserializationdemo.Models.User
values

avatarFileName
(object)

TC_STRING - 0x74
newHandle 0x00 7e 00 04
Length - 16 - 0x00 10
Value - peter_avatar.jpg -

0x70657465725f6176617461722e6a7067
username

(object)
TC_STRING - 0x74

newHandle 0x00 7e 00 05
Length - 5 - 0x00 05
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Value - Peter - 0x5065746572
com.example.deserialization.springdeserializationdemo.Models.AdminUser

values
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APPENDIX B

Java Classes used in Examples

Listing B.1: User API Rest Endpoint
package

com.example.deserialization.springdeserializationdemo;

import
com.example.deserialization.springdeserializationdemo.Models.User;

import
org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.PostMapping;

import
org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.RestController;

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.io.ObjectInputStream;
import java.nio.file.Files;
import java.nio.file.Paths;
import java.util.Base64;

@RestController
public class UserApi {

@PostMapping("profilePicture")
public String profilePicture(HttpServletRequest

request) throws IOException ,
ClassNotFoundException {
ObjectInputStream objectInputStream = new

ObjectInputStream(request.getInputStream ());
User user = (User)

objectInputStream.readObject ();
byte[] profilePictureBytes;
String profilePicturePath = "pictures/" +

user.getAvatarFileName ();
try {

profilePictureBytes =
Files.readAllBytes(Paths.get(profilePicturePath));

} catch (IOException e) {
return "No profile picture found!";
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}
return

Base64.getEncoder ().encodeToString(profilePictureBytes);
}

@PostMapping("listStatistics")
public String listStatistics(HttpServletRequest

request) throws IOException , ClassNotFoundException {
ObjectInputStream objectInputStream = new

ObjectInputStream(request.getInputStream ());
User user = (User) objectInputStream.readObject ();
return user.listStatistics ();

}
}

Listing B.2: User Class
package

com.example.deserialization.springdeserializationdemo.Models;

import java.io.Serializable;

public class User implements Serializable {

private static final long serialVersionUID =
-7222079236427045003L;

private final String username;
private final String avatarFileName;

public User(String username , String avatarFileName)
{
this.username = username;
this.avatarFileName = avatarFileName;

}

public String getAvatarFileName () {
return avatarFileName;

}

public String getUsername () {
return username;

}

public String listStatistics (){
// logic to retrieve statistics
// string returned to not clutter the example
return "Wins: 5, losses: 6, remis: 1";

}

}
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Listing B.3: BoardState Class
package

com.example.deserialization.springdeserializationdemo.Models;

import java.io.BufferedWriter;
import java.io.FileWriter;
import java.io.Serializable;

public class BoardState implements Serializable {
private String id;
private String boardState;

public BoardState(String id, String boardState) {
this.id = id;
this.boardState = boardState;

}
@Override
protected void finalize () throws Throwable {

BufferedWriter writer = new
BufferedWriter(new
FileWriter(id+".boardstate"));

writer.write(boardState);
writer.close();
super.finalize ();

}
}
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